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Editor’s Column

Notices

Welcome to the second 2011 number of the
BARS Bulletin and Review. This issue has been
produced as a pdf, rather than in hard copy, due
to the increasing costs of printing and postage.
These placed the Association in danger of
becoming financially unsustainable. I would
welcome members‘ views on this change or any
other Bulletin-related matter.
One suggestion that came up at the AGM was
to reduce the amount of repeated material.
Although this is no longer a financial issue, I
have nonetheless cut the sections on ‗Journals‘
and ‗Societies‘. It seems to me that this sort of
information is much better placed on the BARS
website. I would still like to hear from members
about special journal issues and new journals or
societies. Such information will be placed in the
‗Notices‘ section. The result of these changes is
a leaner Bulletin that contains a greater
proportion of original material by members.
This number includes four conference reports
and the usual rich selection of reviews. Two of
the reports cover the very successful BARS
biennial conference at the University of
Glasgow.
I hesitate to end this column on such a sad
note, but it seems right to mark the tragic deaths
of two scholars who have made a real
contribution to Romantic studies, particularly of
theatrical culture: Jane Moody, Professor of
English and Director of the Humanities
Research Centre at the University of York, and
Julia Swindells, formerly Professor of English at
Anglia Ruskin University. I was fortunate
enough to know Jane when studying for my
doctorate at York. She was a vibrant and
charismatic presence in the department and gave
me some very kind advice and encouragement
as a postgraduate tutor. Obituaries of Jane and
Julia have been published in The Guardian, and
a tribute to Jane can be found at:
www.york.ac.uk/hrc/jane-moody-tribute/
David Higgins
Editor

BARS WEBSITE
www.bars.ac.uk
Anyone wanting to place advertisements, or
with other requests regarding the website should
contact our website editor, Padmini Ray Murray,
either by email (padmini.raymurray@stir.ac.uk)
or by post at the Department of English Studies,
University of Stirling, FK9 4AL.

BARS MAILBASE
As a BARS member, you are entitled to receive
the electronic BARS mailbase. This advertises
calls for papers, events, resources and
publications relevant to Romantic studies via
email to over 350 members. If you would like to
join, or post a message on the mailbase, please
contact Neil Ramsey, the co-ordinator, by email
(neil.ramsey@uws.edu.au) with your full name
and email address. Information about the
mailbase, along with copies of archived
messages, can be found on the mailbase website:
www.jiscmail.ac.uk/lists/bars.html

BARS MEMBERSHIP
BARS currently has more than 420 members.
Members can ask for notices to be placed on the
mailbase, on the website, and in the Bulletin.
The website has a page dedicated to new books
published by members, and you should let the
editor know if you would like your recent work
to be listed. Similarly, if you are editing a
collection of essays or a special issue of a
journal, or working on a collaborative project,
we can usually place notices calling for
contributions on the website as well as in the
Bulletin.
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The annual subscription for BARS
membership is £25 (waged) and £10
(unwaged/postgraduate).
Members
receive
copies of the BARS Bulletin and Review twice a
year and can join the electronic mailbase.
Membership is necessary for attendance at
BARS international conferences. For a
membership form, please contact the BARS
administrator, Louise Booth, at:
romanticstudies@hotmail.com

STEPHEN COPLEY
POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH
AWARDS
Postgraduates working in the area of Romantic
Studies are invited to apply for a Stephen
Copley Postgraduate Research Award. The
BARS Executive Committee has established the
awards in order to support postgraduate
research. They are intended to help fund
expenses incurred through travel to libraries and
archives necessary to the student's research, up
to a maximum of £300. Application for the
awards is competitive, and cannot be made
retrospectively. Applicants must be members of
BARS (to join please visit our website). The
names of recipients will be announced in the
BARS Bulletin and Review, and successful
applicants will be asked to submit a short report
to the BARS Executive Committee and to
acknowledge BARS in their thesis and/or any
publication arising from the research trip.
Please send the following information in
support of your application:
1. Your name and institutional affiliation.
2. The title and a short abstract or summary of
your PhD project.
3. Details of the research to be undertaken for
which you need support, and its relation to your
PhD project.
4. Detailed costing of proposed research trip.
5. Details of current or recent funding (AHRC
award, etc.).
6. Details of any other financial support for
which you have applied/will apply in support of
the trip.
7. Name of supervisor/referee (with email
address) to whom application can be made for a
supporting reference on your behalf.
Applications and questions should be directed
to the bursaries officer, Dr Daniel Cook,
University of Wisconsin-Madison
(dcook4@wisc.edu).
The current deadline is 30 April 2012 (further
details and reminders will be disseminated via
the BARS mailbase). Best of luck!

BARS DAY CONFERENCES
BARS day conferences, in almost every case,
are organised through the host institution. BARS
assists by advertising conferences, advising on
the format, and giving early warnings of any
likely clashes with other planned events in our
files. Part of the point of BARS is to act as a
supportive system
nationally, and its
involvement in planning would partly be to help
ensure that conferences are as evenly distributed
across regions as possible in the course of any
one year. BARS cannot underwrite day
conferences, but it can sometimes make a
financial contribution of to help the organising
department with costs.
Individuals or groups who would like to run a
day conference are invited to contact Dr Angela
Wright (a.h.wright@sheffield.ac.uk). There will
be no maximum number, but, in the event of
possible overcrowding or clashes, BARS will
assist by liaising between conferences
distributed across the year, or across regions.
BARS will actively solicit proposals. Proposals
are also invited for interdisciplinary conferences.
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NORTH EAST NINETEENTH
CENTURY

LA QUESTIONE ROMANTICA
Essays
are
invited
for
the
issue
BODY/ANATOMY of the journal La Questione
Romantica. The editors invite papers (in English,
French or Italian) on Romantic literature and
culture, with specific attention to the following
themes: the body in literature and the arts;
anatomy of the body/anatomy of literature; the
body as
symbol,
allegory, metaphor;
employment and exploitation of the ‗exotic‘
body; female body vs male body; the ‗deviant‘
body (disability, homosexuality, freak shows,
racialism); body vs soul; desire/undesirable
bodies. Brief reviews of recent publications in
Romantic Studies (not necessarily related to the
issue‘s main theme) are also sought. A
provisional title and brief abstract are required
by 15 December, while whole articles (2500030000 words in length, spaces included) and
reviews (8000-10000 characters, spaces
included) are due 15 April 2012. Queries and
submissions to Dr Tiziana Morosetti, University
of Bologna (tiziana.morosetti@unibo.it) and
Professor Norbert Lennartz, Universität Vechta
(nlennartz@yahoo.de).

This is a new postgraduate research group for
work on the long nineteenth century by PhD
students and early career researchers in the
North East of England. North East Nineteenth
Century (NENC) aims to create and sustain a
network of scholars by running monthly reading
group sessions and a website, through which
members can discuss any aspect of working in
this period, and can keep updated about relevant
CFPs and other similar events. We hope to
promote the work being undertaken in the
universities of this region, and to enable
collaborative links with other postgraduate
students and institutions. The group is currently
jointly organised by the Universities of
Northumbria and Newcastle, but includes
members from across the region. For more
details, please see the website:
www.northeast19thcentury.org

19
19 is an open-access, scholarly, refereed web
journal dedicated to advancing interdisciplinary
study in the long nineteenth century. Based at
Birkbeck College, University of London under
the general editorship of Professor Hilary Fraser
(Geoffrey Tillotson Chair), and Dr Carolyn
Burdett, 19 extends the activities of the Centre
for Nineteenth-Century Studies by making the
high-quality, original scholarship presented at its
regular conferences, symposia and other events
available to an international audience. We
publish two themed issues annually, each
consisting of a collection of peer-reviewed
articles showcasing the broadest range of new
research in nineteenth-century studies, as well as
special forums advancing critical debate in the
field.
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29 June 2012, 3-5pm, Culture Lab, Newcastle
University (Co-hosted with Literature
Speaker series)
Andrew Lacey (Newcastle), ‗Percy Bysshe
Shelley's Philosophy of Death, 1813-21‘
James Watt (York), ‗Cockney
cosmopolitanism‘

Events
THE NORTH EAST FORUM
FOR EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY
AND ROMANTIC STUDIES

The North East Forum is run by the Universities
of Northumbria, Newcastle and Durham. Please
email richard.terry@northumbria.ac.uk
meiko.ohalloran@newcastle.ac.uk, or
g.m.skinner@durham.ac.uk for further details.

13 January 2012, 3-5pm, St. Chad’s College,
Durham
Carissa Bussard (Durham), ‗The Literary
Merit of Reformed Romance: A Look at
Amorous Intrigues, Passionate Wit and
Gender/Identity Construction in the works
of Eliza Haywood‘
Eliza O'Brien (Northumbria), ‗The Fiction
of Sympathy: Adam Smith and the
Romantic Novel‘

CALLS FOR PAPERS
Situating and Interpreting States
of Mind 1700-2000
An Interdisciplinary Conference

9 March 2012, 3-5pm, Lipman Building 121,
Northumbria University

14-16 June 2012
Northumbria University

Adam Smith (Sheffield), ‗―Sir, executions
are intended to draw spectators‖: Text as
Spectacle in the Ordinary of Newgate‘s
Accounts‘
Meiko O'Halloran (Newcastle),
‗Parodying Romantic Poets: James Hogg,
The Poetic Mirror, and the Literary
Marketplace‘

Keynote Speakers
Professor Joel P. Eigen (Charles A. Dana
Professor of Sociology, Franklin and Marshall
College, Pennsylvania)
Professor Melinda A. Rabb (Professor of
English, Brown University, Rhode Island)
Dr Judith A. Tucker (Lecturer in the School of
Design, Leeds University)

11 May 2012, 3-5pm, St Chad’s College,
Durham
Helen Stark (Newcastle), ‗―Nation [as]
moral essence, not ... geographical
arrangement‖: Burke‘s hierarchies of
inclusion and exclusion in the 1790s‘
Helen O'Connell (Durham), ‗Bad
Sociability: Tea-Drinking in Ireland in the
Early Nineteenth Century‘

This
cross-period
and
interdisciplinary
conference seeks to situate and interpret states of
mind from the eighteenth century to the twentyfirst questioning how the space, place and
historical context in which mental states are
experienced shaped the narratives produced by
individuals. Interweaving perspectives from
across such disciplines as literature, history,
philosophy, art history, creative writing,
psychology and sociology, the conference will
explore accounts of states of mind including
mental
illness,
dreams,
sleep-walking,
imaginative states and self-awareness. The
conference seeks to assess how these varying
states of consciousness are expressed and how
4

itself – returning to its origins, interpreting its
legacies, or anticipating its future as cultural
phenomenon or as disciplinary field.
Possible topics include:
• Pre- and post-Romanticism(s)
• Rousseau and Romanticism
• The Romantics and/in Switzerland
• Landscape and aesthetics
• Nature, environment, ecology
• Technologies for experiencing landscape
• Travel literature
• Mental landscapes
• Virtual prospects, allegories, visions, reveries
• Musical, artistic, or architectural prospects
• Scientific prospects
• Prospects for print culture and new media, then
and now
• Romantic studies in the 21st century
Please send 250-word proposals by e-mail to
conference@nassr2012.ch by 10 JANUARY
2012. The conference organizers for NASSR
2012 are Angela Esterhammer (Zurich) and
Patrick Vincent (Neuchâtel).

such narratives are influenced by historical
change, continuity or the reconfiguration of
these forms of expression.
Abstracts of 300 words for 20-minute papers
should be submitted no later than 31 January
2012
to
the
conference
organisers:
anita.oconnell@northumbria.ac.uk or
leigh.wetheralldickson@northumbria.ac.uk.
Please see www.northumbria.ac.uk/statesofmind
for details.

NASSR 2012: Romantic
Prospects
The 20th annual conference of the North
American Society for the Study of Romanticism
(NASSR) will be held in Neuchâtel, Switzerland,
co-hosted by the University of Neuchâtel and
the University of Zurich, on August 15-19, 2012.
Keynote speakers are Robert Darnton (Harvard),
John Barrell (York), and Kate Flint (Southern
California).
NASSR 2012 invites proposals for 20-minute
papers on any aspect of the theme ―Romantic
Prospects,‖ which is to be understood broadly as
the physical, mental or metaphorical action of
looking or facing outward or forward. As the
tercentenary of Rousseau‘s birth, the date 2012
might inspire papers on Rousseau and other
‗prospective‘ Romantics. The conference‘s
setting at the foot of the Jura Mountains with a
view of the Alps suggests a range of visual
prospects such as vistas, landscapes, travel, and
Romantic aesthetics. Neuchâtel, a Frenchspeaking town long governed by Prussia and
visited by Romantic-period writers and artists
from across Europe, lends itself to papers on a
range of national and comparative literatures and
cultural contacts. Contributions on any aspect of
the Romantics‘ engagement with Switzerland
are especially welcome. ‗Prospect‘ in the sense
of outlook on the future opens the conference
theme to the rapid and revolutionary changes in
aesthetics, philosophy, media, and society that
characterize the period 1750-1850. Last but not
least, the topic is intended to encourage
reflection on the prospects for Romanticism

Locating Revolution:
Place, Voice, Community 1780–
1820
Aberystwyth 9–12 July 2012
A conference jointly hosted by the Wales and
the French Revolution Project at the University
of Wales Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic
Studies; the Centre for Romantic Studies,
Aberystwyth University; and the Department of
English, Swansea University.
This conference explores the relation between
geography (considered as place, landscape,
cartography and real and imagined space) and
change during the period of the revolutionary
wars. In what local, localised forms did the
European upheavals of the age manifest
themselves? How were social, religious and
political loyalties conditioned by particular
landscapes and environments? What were the
coordinates of loyalism and opposition in
particular rural, regional, urban and metropolitan
communities? The conference seeks to locate
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‗history‘ in specific locations, mapping
connections across Europe, the atlantic map, and
the wider world. It also sets out to consider the
dramatic material forms that Romanticism,
revolution and reaction took at this time.
Delegates are invited to consider a range of
cultural productions, material objects and
literary forms with a view to revealing how the
multiform phenomenon we term ‗Romanticism‘
was experienced on the ground and in precise
cultural locations.
Abstracts for 25-minute papers, and
suggestions for panels, should be sent by 31
January

The geography and social geography of
Crabbe‘s poems
Crabbe and cultural periodization
Crabbe in an age of revolution and war
Hallucination, derangement and madness
Crabbe and his environments: maritime Suffolk,
London, industrial Trowbridge.
Crabbe as ‗Malthus turned metrical romancer‘.
Crabbe and religion
Crabbe‘s politics
Crabbe‘s influence: Austen, Scott, Clare,
Dickens, George Eliot, Clough, Britten.
Crabbe‘s paratexts: manuscripts, editions,
illustrations, translations.
Crabbe‘s contemporary critics (Hazlitt, Jeffrey)
Proposals
should
be
e-mailed
to
edwardsgavin@hotmail.com or
michael.rossington@ncl.ac.uk by Friday 13
January 2012.
Conference organisers: Dr Gavin Edwards
(Institute of English Studies, University of
London) and Dr Michael Rossington (Newcastle
University)
www.conferences.ncl.ac.uk/crabbestales/
This conference is sponsored by the Medieval
and Early Modern Studies @ Newcastle
research group: www.research.ncl.ac.uk/mems/

Crabbe’s Tales
Newcastle University, 12- 13 July 2012
Confirmed keynote speakers: Dr Mina Gorji
(University of Cambridge), Prof. Claire Lamont
(Newcastle University), Prof. Fiona Stafford
(University of Oxford)
Reviewing Tales (1812) Francis Jeffrey claimed
that George Crabbe was ‗upon the whole, the
most original writer who has ever come before
us‘. In marking the bicentenary of its publication,
this conference will focus on the telling of
stories and the imagining of communities in
Crabbe‘s nineteenth-century oeuvre including
Poems (1807), The Borough (1810), Tales and
Tales of the Hall (1819). Its aim is to test Jerome
McGann‘s claim (in an essay published in 1981)
that Crabbe is ‗a writer whose true historical
period has yet to arrive.‘
Proposals of 250 words are invited for 20minute papers that address the following themes
(although the list is not exclusive):
Crabbe and the traditions of storytelling
(Chaucer, Arabian Nights, NT parables)
Crabbe and theories of narrative (Bakhtin,
Benjamin, Barthes, Genette, Jameson)
Crabbe and verse narrative (Byron, Hemans,
Scott, Pushkin)
Crabbe and Shakespeare
Crabbe and gender
Crabbe‘s readers, or the lack of them
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‘the body,’ for example. So our aim was to
develop a unique approach by offering a more
holistic understanding of women’s health in the
period. We therefore solicited papers that
considered representations of women’s health in
relation to their bodies, as well as other factors
like their social roles and relationships, their
mental health, and their surroundings. By
developing this inter-disciplinary and multidisciplinary approach, we sought to examine the
vicissitudes of attitudes towards women’s
‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’ bodies over the onehundred-and-sixty year period.
Two key-note speakers framed the day, each
providing a stimulating arena for discussion. Dr.
Claire Brock (Leicester) began with an engaging
visual presentation entitled ‘Picturing the
Woman Surgeon and her Patients in Late
Victorian and Edwardian Britain’. Professor
Hilary
Marland’s
(Warwick)
‘Unstable
Adolescence?: Managing Girls’ Health in Late
Victorian Britain’ pursued the fluid boundaries
between medical literature and general
readership.
Various aspects of women’s health in the
Victorian period were discussed, including
anorexia, disability, mental health, nursing,
imprisonment, vaccination, prostitution, and
beauty in a variety of genres such as literature,
biography, medical documents, institutional
records, and photographs.
In addition to these explorations of Victorian
literature and culture, there were plenty of
interesting papers for the Romanticists among us.
Rachel M. Johnson (Leeds) described the
fashionable (woman) sufferer who frequented
English spa towns in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries and showed how
fashionable society and medical and other cures
were connected and indeed interdependent in
these leisure towns. For example, the
opportunities for sociability in the resorts,
alongside the water cures, were considered a
remedy for heightened sensibility whilst
reinforcing the fashionable image consciously
created by the sufferer. Johnson explored a
variety of documents including contemporary
medical treatises, conduct literature, and
promotional literature of the leisure resorts.
Kristin Gifford (Manchester) and Armida M.

Conference
Reports
Picturing Women’s Health 17501910

R

University of Warwick, 22 January 2011
In conceptualizing and planning our conference,
Picturing Women’s Health 1750-1910, we
wanted both to enhance our own professional
and academic development and to provide a
venue for other scholars to discuss issues that
have been under-analyzed. A conference
addressing women’s health seemed an obvious
and productive overlap of our work. We chose
the period from 1750 to 1910, as it was one in
which medical knowledge and practice
developed and expanded significantly, and
thereby provides fruitful ground for inquiry. For
example,
William
Hunter
(1718-1783)
revolutionized anatomy and obstetrics through a
commitment to accuracy in his anatomical
drawings.
From our own research and experience in
attending conferences, we found that discussions
of women’s health were often restricted in a
disciplinary sense. Yet, in the years we had
chosen to explore, the growing interest in
science, anatomy, and medicine was not
confined to a specific group of professionals, as
a wide range of writers and artists documented
these
extraordinary
discoveries
and
advancements. We therefore decided to explore
the interface of diverse discourses that
constructed ideas about women’s health—these
could include contemporary medical and
scientific discourses, fictional/non-fictional
literature, fine arts, and visual media. Recent
scholarly conversations about women’s health
often also failed to consider the wider contexts
of women’s lives and experiences. Women’s
health would be considered solely in relation to
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Azada (Roehampton) looked at Romantic-era
fiction to discuss the effects of work and labour
on women. Gifford’s paper, entitled ‘Jane’s
Headaches and Fanny’s Exhaustion: Work and
Health in Jane Austen’s Women’,
was
particularly interested in how work has a
detrimental effect on women with precarious
claims to genteel social positions. In ‘Mary
Brunton's Self-Control: Health, wealth and
financial wisdom’, Azada looked at both Mary
Brunton’s novel and her husband’s posthumous
biography to describe how a woman’s capacity
to earn her own living and thereby have
financial independence is a key contributor to
her overall health, alongside more conventional
measurements such as mental and physical
health. Rachel Schulkins’s paper focused on
how, in John Keats’s ‘Isabella; or the Pot of
Basil’, masturbation helps Isabella to actualise
her sexuality and female identity. Andy McInnes
(Exeter) gave a paper on ‘Amazonian Fashions:
Lady Delacour’s (Re)Dress in Maria
Edgeworth’s Belinda’, which
analysed
Edgeworth’s critique of the corrupting and
constitutive effects of fashion on women’s
health in the context of contemporary debates in
visual culture, particularly graphic satires, as
well as literary and medical discourses.
Meanwhile,
Chrisy
Dennis
(Falmouth)
examined reports of Mary Robinson’s health in
the
press,
describing
the
contested
representations of Robinson’s body including
her own depictions and those of journalists.
The conference in many ways exceeded our
expectations—both within papers and panels,
cross-generic, interdisciplinary, and cross-period
conversations arose. Women’s lives were
explored in relation to a variety of social
contexts including work, leisure, and place. Key
issues that were raised included the interplay
between representation, point of view, and
power; gender and genre; and the nature of
genre more generally, as the authors and artists
considered used and appropriated a plethora of
discourse relating to women’s health.
Picturing Women’s Health 1750-1910 proved
to be a truly international, inter-disciplinary
postgraduate conference bringing together
almost sixty postgraduate students, established
academics, and independent scholars in history,

cultural studies, and literature not only from
across the UK but also from the U.S.A.,
Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Canada, and
Ireland. It was generously sponsored by the
Centre for the History of Medicine, University
of Warwick and the British Association for
Romantic Studies.
N.B. The organisers would like to advise that
all papers will be available in audio format on
the Picturing Women’s Health blog, details of
which will shortly be posted up at:
www.2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/english/events/p
whconference
Francesca M. Scott, Ji Won Chung & Kate
Scarth (all University of Warwick)

Romantic Identities: BARS Early
Career and Postgraduate
Conference
Institute of English Studies, 13 May 2011
Above all else the day promised much and
delivered more. Exploring the quintessentially
Romantic theme of the self, ‗Romantic
Identities‘ was alive with intellectual energy,
from the warm introduction to the animated
keynote presentation which closed the day‘s
proceedings. Add to this a hearty lunch, an
evening glass (or two) of wine, and thirty-six
presentations and the result was a pleasant and
stimulating occasion.
The schedule was a busy one. The morning
delivered three parallel panels (each consisting
of three speakers and a chair) and a roundtable
discussion. Respectively, the panels addressed
the important topics of autobiography,
introspection, and social identity. Without a
doubt the morning‘s outstanding feature was the
roundtable discussion, for it reminded its
audience that regardless of the current climate,
young Romanticists still have a future in the
field. The discussion was led by Professor
Simon Eliot and Dr Elizabeth Eger. Jointly they
examined the current funding opportunities that
are available for large-scale academic projects,
while simultaneously arguing that on occasion a
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lack of funding can be advantageous too.
Professor Eliot was particularly keen to
highlight this second point, proposing that some
projects do not require much money but instead
require much focus on the task at hand—a focus
that is susceptible to disruption when one seeks
funding for the wrong reasons.
After lunch, attendees were offered another
three parallel panels. I was spoilt for choice by
being offered separate examinations of gender,
nature, and historical identity, all of which are
themes that I am currently tackling in my
doctoral thesis. I chose the panel entitled
‗Rewriting Writers‘, which was colourfully
chaired by Claudia Pollock, who with good
humour stated that ‗we must start on time
because I am a punctual German‘. This panel
explored the ways in which Romantic poetry is
shaped by its literary inheritance. Adam White,
for instance, convincingly argued that John
Clare‘s poetry was especially indebted to Lord
Byron‘s many poetical representations of the
recluse.
In the day‘s penultimate session, I attended the
panel entitled ‗Configuring the Romantic Self‘,
which not only turned out to be the day‘s
shortest panel but also one of its most
intellectually demanding. It consisted of two
presentations—one by Ammara Ashraf and one
by Professor Hans Breunig—and it was pitched
at a high philosophical level. As well as
examining the eternally problematic Biographia
Literaria and its relations to contemporaneous
German philosophy, the panel interrogated
various ancient and Romantic notions of
associationism. Because these topics also feature
heavily in my thesis, I was able to follow both
presentations well enough. Notwithstanding, I
think that they would have been most digestible
had they been delivered at the day‘s start (when
minds are fresh) rather than near its end (when
minds are tiring). In any case, I found this panel
particularly memorable for its admirable
engagement with difficult Romantic texts and
their complex philosophical origins.
The day‘s last session offered a fine choice of
panels that were very specific in their interests.
One offered an examination of the ways in
which Romantic writers theorised their own
existence; another considered the representation

of Greece in effeminate Romantic poetry; and
the last scrutinised the ways in which Romantic
writers theorised humanity‘s existence in toto. I
had been looking forward to the first one all day,
since it was the only panel to examine John
Keats, who wrote many of my favourite
Romantic texts. I was not disappointed. Stacey
McDowell presented a solid essay wherein she
scrutinised Keats‘s ‗pleasure thermometer‘. In
addition, Thomas De Quincy‘s Confessions of
an Opium-Eater was thoroughly examined by
Hsiu-yu Chen, while Alison Powell soundly
proposed that the ancient concept of ‗the
sublime‘ had a place in John Clare‘s poetry.
After this last session Professor John Whale
delivered a keynote address to all the
conference‘s delegates before the day ended
with a healthy supply of wine. Introduced by the
hardworking organisers Daniel Cook and
Matthew Sangster, Professor Whale took to the
stage and delivered a neat and intricate
examination of British Romantic pugilism, or
rather, England‘s boxing culture as it existed in
the early nineteenth century. Entertaining and
informative,
Professor
Whale‘s
address
epitomised the conference‘s ethos. Not only had
it encouraged social interaction but it had also
encouraged scholarly dialogue. I found this
impressive, for in my experience most academic
conferences tend to encourage one or the other.
Based on the success of ‗Romantic Identities‘, I
strongly recommend the next BARS Early
Career & Postgraduate conference.
Rahul Sharma
University of Reading
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anti-statist revolutionary ideals, attempting to
counter the former and redress the latter.
The location of legitimacy shifts depending on
nationality, political allegiance, class, gender
and genre. The first panel on Friday, ‗Singing
Nationhood‘, began with Alison Morgan
exploring the transformations of meaning during
the literary evolution of the British national
anthem, from Jacobite drinking song to its
conservative appropriation as a protestant,
loyalist, and unionist defence of the Hanoverians,
concluding with its radical redefinition in Percy
Shelley‘s hands, stressing liberty and
communality above monarchy. David Duff
complicated Shelley‘s national lyrics by
exploring the plagiarism of his early Original
Poetry by Victor and Cazire, from the wholesale
appropriation of Matthew Lewis‘s already
questionably original ‗St. Edmund‘s Eve‘ to his
recoding of plagiarism as translation, in the
inclusion of English lyrics recast as Italian
translations in the volume. Duff‘s exploration of
Shelley‘s inauthentic lyrics raised broader
questions about the authenticity of national
songs. Mary-Ann Constantine concluded her
analysis of Iolo Morganwg‘s ‗God Save the
Rights of Man‘ by arguing that Welsh poetry is
at its most authentic when it feeds on the
circulation of materials from around Britain,
across the continent and the Atlantic – these
transnational circuits enriching the Welsh
contexts of Morganwg‘s songs.
I was enticed to attend the ‗Singing
Nationhood‘ panel by its evocative title, just as I
was to Joseph Crawford‘s paper ‗Frantic
Romantics: Conspiracy Theories and National
Panic in the 1790s‘, which was on a thoughtprovoking and well-structured panel, moving
from Georgina Green‘s re-examination of
radical and conservative arguments over natural
rights against constitutionality to Crawford‘s
lucid account of the proliferation, reception and
psychological payoff of conspiracy theories in
the 1790s to Ildiko Csengei‘s beautifully
illustrated account of personal and political
paranoid schizophrenia in the early nineteenth
century. I particularly enjoyed the pictures of
French battle swans in Csengei‘s presentation,
although Crawford‘s cautionary reminder that
the imaginary fears of French Invasion led to the

BARS 2011: Enlightenment,
Romanticism and Nation
University of Glasgow, 28-31 July 2011
Report No. 1
‗As an American, I can tell you that consensus
means suppression,‘ Jeffrey Robinson told us
acerbically, on the first panel I attended of the
BARS 2011 conference on ‗Enlightenment,
Romanticism and Nation‘ in Glasgow. He
reassured us later that, on the contrary, dissent
meant disorientation. Focussing on the new
poetics for democracy to be found in Leigh
Hunt‘s The Liberal, Robinson explored the
feedback loop between progressive politics and
experimental poetry in Hunt‘s journal. Byron‘s
The Vision of Judgement, published in the first
issue of The Liberal, attacks Southey‘s prosody
to reveal both the deficiency of his metric
imagination and his poem‘s reactionary politics,
exposing the forces of illiberalism as depending
for their power on the fantasy of consensus. This
excellent paper set the tone for the discussions,
disputes and dissensus of the next four days,
Whether a fantasy of consensus or not, the
panels I chose to attend were united by a series
of common themes, offering different
perspectives on issues circling round the
location of legitimacy in the history of nation
states, and how this becomes a site of contention
in literature. These ideas coalesced for me
during the last panel on Friday, ‗Enlightenment
and Society in the Romantic Novel‘. In his paper,
‗Countering the Counter-Enlightenment‘, Robert
Miles explored the dialectic continuities
between Godwin and Charles Brockden
Brown‘s fiction from Caleb Williams through
Wieland to Mandeville. Miles used Hazlitt‘s
critique of the ‗Legitimacy‘ of Scott‘s fiction,
revealed as a mobilising abstraction for the
forces of reaction, to argue that the novels of
Godwin and Brown are gothically haunted by
this fight over legitimacy. The shifting,
seemingly contradictory and self-defeating
narratives of Godwin and Brown struggle to
reveal the systemic illegitimacy of the state, at
the same time as probing the faultlines within
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now, I stayed for Bob Davis‘s ambivalent
celebration of Robert Owen‘s pedagogical
innovations at New Lanark and Candice Smith‘s
account of how Charlotte Smith deploys Gothic
architecture to disrupt Burke‘s hierarchical
values in The Old Manor House, adding
architectural style to the list of texts which
engaged with the vexed question of the location
of legitimacy in the Romantic period.
The keynote addresses I attended both drew
together themes running through these panels
and developed them in unexpected, exciting
directions. Ina Ferris‘s ‗Dissolving Frames; or,
The Apparitions of Reading‘ used apparition
discourse from the late eighteenth century to
construct a theory of historical representation as
the co-presence of remembering, seeing and
imagining in the act of reading. Ferris situated
the past as phantasmagoria and the author as
shadow in Scott‘s fiction, prompting me to think
afresh about Mary Shelley‘s own historical
novel, Valperga, in which Euthanasia and
Beatrice function as fictional apparitions within
Castruccio‘s historical narrative, although
Shelley herself remained only an apparitional
figure in Ferris‘s address and throughout the
conference, haunting Maureen McCue‘s paper
‗British Identity, Italian Art‘, Morgan‘s
‗National Anthems‘ and my own panel ‗‖If
Women Have a Country‖: Women Writers and
Nation in the Romantic Period‘. Ian Duncan‘s
‗Outside Austen‘ concluded the conference in
virtuosic style, leaving us with a wealth of ideas
to consider and books to read. Duncan used the
feminist critique of national identity in Madame
De Staël‘s Corinne to question the legitimacy of
the connections forged between novel writing
and nation building in Scott and Austen‘s fiction.
In his conclusion, Duncan argues that the reader
of Waverley is given the choice whether to agree
with the narrator that the painting of Scott‘s hero
and Mac-Ivor in Highland dress is equivalent to
the novel as a whole, legitimising a nostalgic,
anaesthetized vision of the Scottish past, or to
disagree, resisting such a reading. I agree.
Andrew McInnes
University of Exeter

creation of real government spies in England
haunted me afterwards.
Happy accidents characterised my attendance
of other panels. Firstly, Sonja Lawrenson
delivered her paper ‗Enlightening Irish
Romanticism in Sydney Owenson‘s The Wild
Irish Girl‘ on Saturday morning instead of
Friday, after her original panel folded due to
illness, integrating nicely with Carmel Murphy‘s
paper on the Anti-Jacobin Historical Novel and
Mark Sandy‘s on Byron, History and Memory.
Lawrenson began by dissecting the fissures in
the reception of Irish women‘s writing from the
Romantic period to today, exploring the ways in
which Maria Edgeworth and Owenson slip
between
Enlightenment
Neoclassicism,
Romantic
radicalism,
and
conservative
didacticism in their novels. Her paper
underscored the plural, transnational and
heterogeneous natures of Enlightenment,
Romanticism and nationhood. Murphy showed
how Anti-Jacobin historical novels engaged with
Burkean ideals of tradition and precedent to
argue for the legitimacy of English national
history in the face of the disruptiveness of the
French Revolution, acting as important
precursors for Scott‘s fiction. Against the
fantasy of consensus at work in Anti-Jacobinism,
Sandy focused on Byron‘s poetry on Greece and
Italy, revealing the recording of history to be an
insurmountably fictional process.
My second happy accident occurred on the last
day of the conference when I walked into a
panel expecting it to be about male and female
figures in the works of Scott and Hogg and it
turned out to be on ‗Enlightened Romantic
Education‘. On the point of sneaking out, I was
arrested by Catherine Cronquist Browning‘s
handout for her paper, ‗An Imaginary Pupil:
Rousseau Between Locke and the Novel‘, which
quoted Edgeworth‘s Belinda. Browning
explored the tensions between educational
discourse and Romantic narrative in Belinda,
Rousseau‘s Emile and Scott‘s Waverley. I found
her argument that the character of Virginia St.
Pierre in Belinda is more of an anthology of
different literary and philosophical sources than
a human personality particularly useful in
thinking about the status of Edgeworth‘s text as
itself more anthology than novel. Hooked by
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The second day had three parallel sessions, an
excellent keynote and a roundtable on the ‗ReEnlightenment Project‘. I went to the three
‗Nation‘ sessions: ‗Exporting Robert Burns‘,
‗National Anxieties and International Threats‘,
and ‗Language and History in Scottish
Romanticism‘. The first panel brought together
provincial versions of Romanticism: Karyn
Costa spoke on Jacques Jasmin, the Troubadour
Burns; Leith Davis on Alexander MacLachlan,
the Burns of Canada; and Carol Baraniuk on
Ulster newspapers and poetry. The three papers
raised a key issue that ran through this year‘s
conference: can Romanticism be devolved and
its period extended, or is the term itself, perhaps,
too problematic? And what makes a poet ‗the
Burns of somewhere‘ — the use of dialect, the
provincial background, or the working-class
setting? ‗National Anxieties‘, on the other hand,
was set firmly in established Romantic space:
the French Revolution and its aftermath in
Britain (Georgina Green, Joseph Crawford, and
Ildiko Csengei). The other Celtic panel,
‗Language and History‘, focused on dialect and
Scots as indicators of Romanticism: Philip
Martin‘s paper on Hugh MacDiarmid discussed
the relationship between the lyrical ballad form
and dialect, Jane Hodson‘s insight into the
‗Dialect in British Fiction‘ project focused on
the use of Scots and dialect, and Jeff Strabone‘s
presentation on Alexander Geddes and the Scots
dictionary explored the Romantic search for
origins and polite primitivism.
The last two days had two parallel sessions: I
very much enjoyed ‗Adam Smith: Reassessing
Sympathy in Enlightenment Theory‘, in which
all three papers not just focused on the same text
— The Theory of Moral Sentiments — but in
fact used the same quotations to discuss notions
of sympathy in Smith, Herder and Lessing (A.T.
Siraki), the sublime as key to the depiction of
sympathy among savage nations (Jeremy
Davies), and Dugald Stewart and sympathy
(Mary Fairclough). The discussion after the
papers was very lively, and picked up on Craig
Franson‘s paper on The Theory of Moral
Sentiments from the previous day. Like ‗Adam
Smith‘ — not traditionally heralded as a
Romantic figure — the final panel ‗Ramsay,
Ferguson and Macpherson‘ focused on non-

Report No. 2
Under the guiding eye of Adam Smith,
Romanticists congregated on the last weekend in
July at the University of Glasgow for the 12th
BARS International Biennial Conference to
discuss issues of Enlightenment, Romanticism
and Nation. With conferences this size (110
papers, 40 panels) coherence and continuity can
be lacking, but Glasgow managed to remain
focused. While the panels I attended were more
on the ‗Nation‘ and ‗Enlightenment‘ side,
‗Romanticism‘ — what it is, how the papers fit
into its framework, where scholarship is going
— was ever-present. As Murray Pittock and
Nigel Leask reminded us at the opening drinks
reception, Glasgow is Scotland‘s second-oldest
university and one of the hotbeds of the British
Enlightenment. Perhaps because of this location
and history, the conference brought together a
wide range of scholars who might have shied
away from a more straightforwardly ‗Romantic‘
theme.
The opening half-day had two sessions; I
opted for ‗Literary Legacies‘ and ‗Writing the
Romantic Nation‘. ‗Literary Legacies‘ brought
together three papers that combined favourites
— Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Walter Scott —
with earlier eighteenth-century writers in new
and interesting ways, and pushed the boundaries
of Romanticism back into the heart of the
Enlightenment. Veronika Ruttkay‘s exploration
of Coleridge and British philosophical criticism
(Kames, Gerard et al.) brought together
‗Enlightenment‘ and ‗Romanticism‘ in a way
that set the tone for the rest of the conference:
Romanticism in Glasgow was very much
steeped in the eighteenth-century. John Havard‘s
reading of Tristram Shandy as a Scott-ean novel
confirmed this. Daniel Cook‘s examination of
Scott‘s Memoirs of Swift similarly combined a
more conventionally ‗Romantic‘ author with an
earlier one and highlighted Scott‘s editorial
endeavours. ‗Writing the Romantic Nation‘
moved more firmly into established Romantic
territory: Jonathan Pritchard introduced us to a
map of Ottery St Mary, Michael Simpson spoke
on Maria Edgeworth, and Neil Ramsay
discussed the United Service Journal in the
1820s.
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traditional Romantic writers. Emma Pink‘s
paper on song culture and nationalism, Rhona
Brown‘s on Ferguson and the periodical press,
and my own on Macpherson the historian
brought together questions of periodisation,
‗Romanticism‘, and national identities.
The three keynote papers — Ina Ferris on
apparitions and and the dual present in the
Waverley novels; Susan Manning on Keats,
daisies and Henry James; and Ian Duncan on
Austen and anachronisms in and of
Romanticism — provided thought-provoking
focal points for four intense days of Romantic
debate. The conference highlighted the need to
rethink our notions of ‗Enlightenment‘,
‗Romanticism‘ and ‗Nation‘ and to re-engage
critically with the major and minor figures of
our period. The excursion to the new Burns
museum at Alloway provided an opportunity to
engage with a writer who is at once canonical
and still, by many, seen as an outsider. I
particularly liked the textuality of the exhibition:
among the books on show were Burns‘s copy of
The Theory of Moral Sentiments and the
manuscript of his walking tour of Scotland.
The conference was thoroughly engaging and
enjoyable, though sadly at the pricy end of
British conferences. I hear the conference dinner
was very nice: however, at £50 per head I, like
many other postgraduates and early-career
delegates, chose the ‗alternative conference
dinner‘ (complete with speeches) at an Indian
restaurant round the corner from the City
Chambers. Overall, though, Nigel Leask and his
team did a splendid job in organising this year‘s
BARS gathering, and I hope that Southampton
2013 is going to be just as stimulating.
Kristin Lindfield-Ott
University of St Andrews

Early Career and
Postgraduate
Column
Introducing the Band
Since the last issue of the Bulletin, Daniel Cook,
who served on the BARS Executive as Early
Career and Postgraduate Rep for four years, has
stepped down and passed on to a better place
(University of Wisconsin-Madison). I‘m glad to
say, though, that he‘s remaining on the Exec and
will now be responsible for the Stephen Copley
bursaries. For four years Daniel has worked
tirelessly to represent the interests of early
career and postgraduate researchers within
BARS, most notably through co-organising two
well-attended and convivial conferences –
‗Romantic Biographies‘, at Keele University in
2009, and ‗Romantic Identities‘, at the Institute
of English Studies earlier this year. It‘s been a
great pleasure to work with him – I hope you‘ll
all join me in raising a metaphorical glass to
Dan to thank him for all his efforts on BARS‘
behalf (for those of you with ethical objections
to metaphorical glasses, rest assured that a
number of corporeal ones were raised in
Glasgow).
Fortunately, we‘ve been able to elect two
enthusiastic new Early Career and Postgraduate
Reps, Helen Stark and Matthew Ward, to fill
Dan‘s shoes. In their own words:
‗Helen Stark is in the third year of her PhD at
Newcastle University, titled ―Nation-making
and nation-breaking: Masculinities in European
Literature, 1760-1820‖. The thesis investigates
how masculinity is implicated in discourses of
nation in the work of Edmund Burke, Byron and
Ugo Foscolo. Her research interests are in
eighteenth-century studies and Romanticism,
gender and children's literature.‘
‗Matthew Ward is excited about his new role as
one of the Early Careers Reps for BARS. He
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attended the Romantic Identities conference in
2011 and was inspired to get involved with
BARS by the convivial environment of the event
and its organisers. He hopes to continue the
supportive work of Daniel Cook and Matthew
Sangster in his new role. Matthew has just
begun a PhD at the University of St Andrews on
the hermeneutics of humour in Romantic poetry,
and is currently thinking of the sounds of
laughter in verse. Previously, he was an
undergraduate at the University of Oxford, and
last year completed an M.Phil in Eighteenth
Century and Romantic Literature at the
University of Cambridge.‘
We‘ve
recruited
an
extra
EC&PG
representative this time around due to the
additional work created by our having altered
our conference schedule. For the past few years,
the Early Career and Postgraduate conferences
have been held in the same year as the
International conferences, and the overlap has
meant that speakers and delegates who attended
EC&PG conferences have often had to wait two
years before they could present at an
International. We therefore put a proposal to the
BGM to rectify this, so from now on, the
EC&PG conference will be held in even years,
beginning with ‗Romantic Connections‘, which
will take place at Newcastle University next
year. Helen, Matt and I are currently finalising
the arrangements and distributing the Call for
Papers – it‘s shaping up to be a full and exciting
day. We‘d all be very grateful if you could
spread the word to your colleagues and students
– the CFP and an introductory piece on the
conference by Matt are later in this column.

with Simon Eliot (IES), who offered us frank
and funny analysis of the funding environment
and of his own projects and experiences, and
Elizabeth Eger (KCL), who heroically stepped
in at the last moment when Sharon Ruston was
taken ill and gave a wonderful talk reflecting on
the influence of her collaborations on her growth
as an academic. To conclude the day, John
Whale (Leeds) gave a fascinating Stephen
Copley Plenary Lecture, ‗Imperfect Sympathies
in Regency Culture‘, which ranged across a
large and inspiring range of writers and writings
before focusing in on the reception of two of the
period‘s foremost boxers and then reading their
experiences back out onto the wider tapestry of
society.
In addition to the plenary and the roundtable,
thirty-three panellists gave papers in four sets of
triple-parallel sessions. There were too many
excellent papers to go into detail here, but the
full line-up can still be viewed on the IES
website:
www.ies.sas.ac.uk/events/conferences/2011/BA
RS/index.htm.
The total attendance was fifty, a considerable
increase on the last EC&PG conference at
Keele. Pleasingly, there was also a marked
increase in international attendance: our
speakers included students and faculty from
universities in the US, Germany, Poland,
Romania and Australia. The higher numbers
were probably partly due to the London location
and represent about the maximum practical size
for the EC&PG conference while keeping it to
one (affordable) day and allowing delegates to
feel like they‘ve shared the experience of the
event. A slightly smaller conference in 2012
might in many ways be desirable.
Having said that, though, I was very happy
with the way that ‗Identities‘ went. Speakers all
kept to time and gave well-researched and
absorbing papers. There were lively question
sessions, the facilities and food provided by the
Institute were excellent and the conference
atmosphere was friendly and productive. We‘ve
had very positive feedback from speakers and
delegates both in person, at our post-conference
wine reception and dinner, and by email after
the event.

Romantic Identities
Before moving on to ‗Connections‘ though, a
few words about our last conference, ‗Romantic
Identities: Selves in Society, 1770-1835.‘ A
fuller conference report by Rahul Sharma
appears elsewhere in this issue, but just to give a
few details: the conference took place on Friday
13th May 2011 at Senate House in London under
the aegis of the Institute of English Studies; it
was organised by Daniel Cook and I. It featured
a roundtable on large-scale academic projects
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The conference‘s smooth running was due in
large part to Jon Millington, the Events Officer
at the IES. He handled the bulk of the
conference administration, was unfailingly
helpful while we were organising the event and
made sure that everything was in place and
operational on the day. We‘re very grateful to
Jon for his hard work and to all of those who
spoke and attended for making ‗Identities‘ such
a stimulating and pleasant day.
Matthew Sangster
Royal Holloway

our field. The funding difficulties and
technological changes we are witnessing can
also offer a great opportunity – presenting new
and exciting platforms on which to connect not
just with other academics, but the wider public.
The increasing push for collaborative work
offers challenges, but also new ways of thinking
about our discipline and how it might play a part
in our culture. In respect of this, then, we aim to
foster an intellectually stimulating environment,
full of the usual excellent papers and debate on
Romanticism. But we also intend to combine
this with a roundtable that aims to shed light on
the experience of collaborative work, featuring
Kerri Andrews (Strathclyde), Jeff Cowton
(Wordsworth
Trust),
Matthew
Grenby
(Newcastle), and Gary Kelly (Alberta). The
intention of this roundtable is to offer firsthand
accounts and practical information on how to
work in partnership locally and internationally,
both with other academics, and with private and
public institutions. We hope this will touch on
important considerations for young academics,
like how to make the first steps, how to find
funding, and how to get heard in our current
climate. We hope to schedule at least one other
roundtable in the day, which will include those
attending the conference in a wide-ranging
discussion around a set text, allowing further
fruitful connections to take place. The day will
close with an address from Professor Jon Mee,
who has just published his latest book,
Conversable Worlds: Literature, Contention,
and Community 1762-1830, which, amongst
other things, concerns itself with the kind of
sociable exchanges we hope to consider and find
taking place at our conference.
Matthew Ward
University of St Andrews

Romantic Connections
The next BARS Early Careers Conference is
entitled ‗Romantic Connections: Networks of
Influence, c.1760-1835‘ and will be held at
Newcastle University on Friday 1st June 2012.
As one of the Early Careers representatives I
have been asked to write a brief account of how
we settled on our theme, and to offer a preview
of what the day will look like.
The convivial environment of the Romantic
Identities Early Careers Conference started us
thinking of the way in which academics in our
field are increasingly seeing new ways in which
they might open up fruitful dialogue with each
other. Advances in technology and modern
scholarship are now providing new ways in
which researchers might collaborate. Alongside
this, there appeared to be a common link
between many of the papers that were presented.
This was the way in which writers in the period
influenced and acted upon one another. We
wanted to build on this, and encourage papers
that might look to go beyond the solitary genius
motif and seek to explore the ways writers
responded to their web of influence – be it
literary, cultural, historical, geographical. In
short, then, we were keen to utilise the modern
developments in our field, by connecting such
collaborative exchanges to a theme that itself
speaks to the web of influence in the long
eighteenth century.
As well as this, as representatives of early career
academics, we felt it vital to begin to pose
possible solutions to the uncertain juncture in
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• Benevolence versus egoism
• Conversation and sociability
• Connections between genres and forms
• The influence of the theatrical world
• Popular culture and the market-place
• Challenges faced by and opportunities
accorded to female and working-class writers
• Competition and anxiety
• Literature‘s links with other fields, such as
politics, philosophy, art, science and music
• Passions and / or romantic attachments
• Correspondences
• Local, national and international networks
• Biography and life-writing
• Canon formation
• Textual revisions and reversions

CALL FOR PAPERS
Romantic Connections
Networks of Influence, c.17601835
The Early Careers and Postgraduate
Conference for The British Association
for Romantic Studies
Newcastle University, 1 June 2012
Keynote Speaker: Professor Jon Mee (Warwick)

Along with panel sessions and the keynote
address, the conference will also feature a
roundtable on collaborative works, the aim of
which will be to offer practical advice on how to
work in partnership in the field of Romanticism.
In light of current changes in the Arts and
Humanities, we hope to speak to this uncertain
moment by offering positive ways in which
early career academics and PhD students might
collaborate with individuals and organizations
and open up a dialogue with the public as well
as their academic peers. Speakers taking part in
this roundtable will include Kerri Andrews
(Strathclyde),Jeff Cowton (Curator, Wordsworth
Trust), Matthew Grenby (Newcastle), and Gary
Kelly (University of Alberta).
Each panel paper will last 20 minutes. Please
send abstracts of up to 250 words to:
BARS_RC@yahoo.co.uk
Deadline for abstracts: 30 January 2012. We
aim to notify successful speakers by the
beginning of March 2012.
Further information available on the
conference website:
www.ncl.ac.uk/niassh/events/supported/Romanti
cConnections.htm
Organizers: Matthew
Sangster (Royal
Holloway), Helen Stark (Newcastle University),
and Matthew Ward (University of St Andrews).

The BARS Early Careers and Postgraduate
Conference for 2012 invites submissions for 20minute papers on the theme ―Romantic
Connections,‖ which is to be understood broadly
as covering literary, personal, and social
interactions both within the Romantic period and
between the period and its legacies. In particular,
this conference seeks to counterpoint the myth
of the solitary genius by inviting delegates to
locate the writers of the period in the contexts of
the networks, ideologies, correspondences and
communities with which they were engaged.
Webs of influence, literary and sociable,
entangle all writers and writing, and this
conference seeks to explicitly engage with these
connections and with the recent advances in
scholarship and technology that have rendered
their importance increasingly apparent.
Topics might include, but are not limited to:
• Echoes, allusions, and intertextuality
• Social versus poetic influence
• Writing partnerships, communes and
communities
• Urban versus rural writing
• Groupings such as the Hunt Circle, the
Bluestockings and the Lakers
• Satire and literary squabbling
• The role of ‗minor‘ writers
• Modes of dissemination for literary works
• Magazine culture and periodical networks
• Notions of original and solitary genius
• Personal and poetic interactions
• Celebrity culture
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legislative process – but he emphatically did not
believe that the Chartists, who arose after the
Reform Bill of 1832, offered workable
legislative solutions either to poverty or to
governmental corruption.
The poetry selections are canted toward the
latter, Corn-Law Rhymer portion of Elliott‘s
career – that is, 1830 and after. Though this
omits a good deal of early verse, it is justifiable
on several grounds, and because Elliott favored
short forms in this period Storey is able to
produce many poems in their entirety. They are
presented in a generous, easy-to-read typeface,
unlike Storey‘s fine endnotes, which are
relegated to a small font. In an appendix Storey
includes the prefaces to four volumes of verse,
which put on full display the heat and vigor of
Elliott‘s prose, for example, his declaration that
‗at this awful moment, the question before us is
not one of Whig or Tory ascendancy, – or ballot,
or intimidation – of triennial parliaments, or
septennial corruption – of household suffrage, or
fifty pound helotism; but of national life or death
– of Free Trade or Destruction‘ (224).
Elliott appears throughout as a brusque
political philosopher – not merely in the Corn
Law Rhymes, but via a series of short poems
with titles like ‗Adam Smith in 1776‘, ‗English
Rural Felicity, and Agricultural Mind, in 1844‘,
and ‗What is Bad Government?‘. Positioning
himself as Utilitarian Free-Trader, he dedicates
his 1831 volume to Jeremy Bentham, ‗our
second Locke‘ (88). His short poems have come
to mark him stylistically, and in their
‗condensed‘ or ‗clotted‘ style they are at once
powerfully suggestive, and also, as Storey notes,
‗dense and difficult‘ (19). It is fairly hair-raising
to read a string of these poems one after the next,
with Elliott everywhere scenting danger, misery,
hypocrisy,
and
greed.
Regarding
his
relentlessness and topical narrowness, he was
unapologetic; Storey quotes him as saying ‗Why
should I not repeat the same thoughts and words,
if they are wanted and I cannot find better? . . . I
husband my materials because I am
intellectually poor‘ (17). Whether or not this is a
form of false modesty, the record shows that,
even given Elliott‘s obsessive recurrence to
certain topics and his persistently furious,
apocalyptic tone, his dourness is sometimes

Reviews
Mark Storey, ed., Selected Poetry of
Ebenezer Elliott. Madison, N.J.:
Fairleigh Dickinson UP, 2007. Pp. 266.
£44.95 ISBN 9780838641347
Mark Storey‘s selection of Ebenezer Elliott‘s
poetry is the first new edition in well over a
century, and, incredibly, the first-ever scholarly
edition of Elliott‘s work. The volume thus fills a
grievous need. Storey‘s introduction begins with
biographical background, but broadens into a
discussion of the public debate surrounding the
aims and purposes of poetry in the years
between 1800 and 1840. With reference to
figures about whom he was written before,
including Clare, Southey, Byron, Crabbe, and
Wordsworth, Storey addresses a series of socioaesthetic issues, including the prevailing critical
tensions surrounding activist and ‗realist‘ poetic
modes, and Elliott‘s economic status relative to
the tradition of labouring-class verse. Storey
argues that Elliott‘s eventual decision to cut
through the critical noise with an aggressively
political verse was enabled partly by his deep
reading in the canon, including the sentimental
and gothic texts that had so heavily influenced
his early poetry of the 1810s and 20s. In charting
the changes in Elliott‘s style, Storey does a fine
job clarifying the confusion surrounding the
contents of the various, overlapping volumes
published in Elliott‘s lifetime, including those
volumes that first contained the phrase, and
putative genre, that Elliott called his own: the
‗Corn-Law Rhyme‘. Storey offers a concise
overview of the frequently baffling history of
the Corn Laws, describing the ways that efforts
to amend, abolish, or further these laws, which
for Elliott were the proximate cause of virtually
every financial and social ill in England, became
entangled with larger debates about reform and
representation. Elliott understood Parliament‘s
multi-decade machinations over the Corn Laws
to be at once a symptom and a cause of a broken
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surprisingly plaintive, as in this two-line poem
called ‗On a Rose in December‘: ‗Stay yet, pale
flower, though coming storms will tear thee, /
My soul grows darker, and I cannot spare thee‘.
At other times, the darkness of the social vision
is palpable but the emphasis obscure, as in this
‗Epigram‘: ‗Said Death to Pol Sly, ―Put no rum
in thy tea, / Or die as thy mother died, ag‘d
twenty-three‖ / Pol gave an answer that struck
the churl dumb, / ―My mother, you know, put no
tea in her rum‖‘.
In this poem as in several others in this volume,
Elliott seems to take the stance that things are
always worse than one thinks – and that only he
knows how bad they really are. But even so, the
poetry is consistently bracing, challenging, and
invigorating, and Storey shows that while Elliott
often revels in a one-size-fits-all view of the
world, his reverence for earlier figures like
Burns gives his poetry many moments of
plangent human compassion. This fine volume
also makes the case implicitly that a complete
edition of Elliott‘s poetry and prose,
incorporating manuscript material, is long
overdue. But Storey‘s edition is an excellent
start, and one that will pave the way for much
critical work in upcoming years.
Scott McEathron
Southern Illinois University Carbondale

as the Scottish playwrights Mary Diana Dods
and Eglantine Wallace, and an ambitious range
of themes (encompassing religion, provincial
theatre, networks of sociability, censorship, and
even eighteenth-century erotica).
‗Historical
Drama
and
Romantic
Historiography‘, the first section of this tripartite
collection, explores the cunning ways in which
Romantic-era women writers used historical
revisionism as a means to intervene in national
politics, and affirm a new sense of subjectivity
or agency. Section Two, ‗Dramaturgical and
Cultural Processes‘, focuses on women‘s
strategies of social, political and selfrepresentation through playwrighting. The
spotlight remains on the ideological context of
performances for the final section, ‗Women
Staging, Women Staged‘, which considers not
only female dramatists, but also actresses and
theatre managers. This division of chapters
works well, but even more productive is the
dialogue that develops between sections from
recurring thematic interests in ‗history‘,
‗performance‘, ‗agency‘, and ‗subjectivity‘.
In Greg Kucich‘s opening essay, Baillie and
Mitford emerge as daring, experimental writers,
whose historical plays contributed to the cultural
rehabilitation and renewal of the Romantic stage,
but were ultimately limited by the demands of
the
tragic
mode
(which
necessarily
circumscribed the changes imagined within the
plays‘ revised schemes of action). Serena Baiesi
considers a similar question at the end of her
essay on historical siege plays by women, where
she argues that despite the equal attention given
to private and public spheres, final reconciliation
remained impossible. Lilla Crisafulli provides a
usefully broad survey of the links between
gender and genre, before arriving at a working
definition of ‗agency‘ as both subjectivity and
self-empowerment. Her essay reads well
alongside Gary Kelly‘s investigation into Felicia
Hemans‘s self-inscription as a transhistorical,
feminine agent. By placing Hemans‘s dramatic
writings in the context of her larger oeuvre,
Kelly highlights how the poet‘s use of
contemporary British and European models
(especially Schillerian ones) helped realise her
‗sustained
project
of
constructing
an
authoritative feminine and feminist Romantic

Lilla Maria Crisafulli and Keir Elam,
eds, Women’s Romantic Theatre and
Drama:
History,
Agency,
and
Performativity. Farnham: Ashgate,
2010.
Pp.
292.
£55.
ISBN
9780754655770
Women’s Romantic Theatre and Drama: History,
Agency, and Performativity brings together
leading scholars from Italy (10), America (3),
and Britain (1) to explore the ways in which the
period‘s female playwrights, actresses, managers
– and friends of the drama, more generally –
used the stage to promote a number of pointed
social and political projects. Elizabeth Inchbald,
Joanna Baillie, and Mary Russell Mitford
feature, perhaps predictably, throughout; but
essays also focus on less familiar writers, such
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liberal public voice‘. Cecilia Pietropoli draws
awareness to the conservative rhetoric often
underlying Romantic medievalism, but argues,
likewise, that women dramatists of the period
achieved a significant measure of authority by
recreating historical drama from a feminine
perspective.
The ‗sense of community‘, which appears as
an interesting observation in Baiesi‘s essay on
siege plays, is excellently foregrounded in Diego
Saglia‘s ‗When Mitford Met Baillie: Theatre,
Sociability and the Networks of Women‘s
Romantic Drama‘. This beautifully-written
exercise in literary-historical recreation recovers
Baillie‘s and Mitford‘s first meeting at Lady
Dacre‘s salon in May 1836 as a prime example
of the networks of contact, exchange, and
collaboration between women writers in the later
Romantic period. Saglia‘s essay shows how
women not only supported each other but were
also able to negotiate with important male
contemporaries, whose relative ease in cultural
manoeuvrings proved invaluable.
Happily, most of the contributors tend to
privilege the dialogue established between
different spheres and sexes, instead of an
exclusive focus on women writers. One of the
most successful examples of this is Jane
Moody‘s essay in Section Three, which
examines the ‗interwoven‘ playwrighting careers
of Elizabeth Inchbald and Thomas Holcroft in
light of contemporary theatrical censorship.
Revising our commonplace responses to the
Stage Licensing Act of 1737, Moody
convincingly argues that dramatic censorship
took place in both public and private, involving
spectators, critics, theatre managers, and
performers, as well as the Examiner of Plays.
Her essay offers an important adjunct to both
Franca Dellarosa‘s and Vita Mastrosilvestri‘s
respective contributions on Inchbald as theatre
critic and translator, and also complements
Catherine Burroughs‘s very interesting essay:
‗The Erotics of Home: Staging Sexual Fantasy
in British Women‘s Drama‘. Despite the
‗repressive restrictions on political, religious,
and sexual discourse‘ entailed by contemporary
censorship laws, Burroughs makes a persuasive
claim for locating descriptions of female sexual
desire and fantasy in dramas written by women;

focusing on Baillie‘s The Bride (1828) and
Frances Kemble‘s An English Tragedy
(composed 1833-1843) as examples of a
curiously ‗Romantic‘ tendency to unite the
domestic with the erotic. Questions of sexuality
also emerge in Gioia Angeletti‘s consideration
of the Scottish playwright Mary Diana Dods,
who wrote under the male pseudonym ‗David
Lyndsay‘ while engaging in cross-dressing that
was both literal and literary.
The essays in this collection underscore the
often surprisingly innovative approach taken by
many Romantic women writers. Isabella
Imperiali, for instance, makes an intriguing case
for Baillie‘s essential modernity – based on the
underlying themes of psychoanalysis in De
Monfort, and the playwright‘s increasingly
pronounced interest in religious discourse.
Claudia Corti, meanwhile, explains how the link
between drama and pictorial representation was
strengthened by the expansion of the patent
houses in 1792 and 1812, its effect on acting
styles, and theatre reviewers‘ artistically
inflected meta-discourse. In her analysis of
Madame Vestris‘s 1840 production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Stefania Magnoni
shows how the theatre manager‘s tasteful
scenery, music, costume, and ‗innovative
restitution of the Shakespearean text‘, resulted in
a widely applauded – and influential –
performance of a play considered by the earlier
Romantics as unsuited to the stage.
Women’s Romantic Theatre and Drama is
important not only because it directs the critical
spotlight to stages and auditoriums bustling with
activity, but also lifts the curtain on important
‗backstage areas‘ such as the salon and literary
closet, where women could explore new forms
of agency, both individual and collective.
Susan Valladares
University of Oxford
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the process of documenting Godwin‘s education
and his devotion not only to the theatre and its
practitioners but also to dramatic literature,
O‘Shaughnessy makes his argument clear:
Godwin‘s philosophical project was inextricably
bound up with his investment in the drama.
Rather than viewing the theatre as a realm of
decadence and delusion, as Jean-Jacques
Rousseau did in his Lettre à d’Alembert (1758),
Godwin sought to bridge the gap between
political philosophy and mass consumption by
imagining the theatre as a vehicle for social
instruction: a space of public edification.
In short, The Plays of William Godwin
constitutes an unearthing of buried treasure.
Because Godwin‘s plays are no longer bound by
the archive, scholars can now enjoy
straightforward access to a wealth of literature
that reveals significant information about
Godwin‘s philosophical tenets, his growth as a
dramatic writer, and the artistic and political
world that surrounded him. The packaging of
Godwin‘s dramas in a high-quality edition is an
added bonus. In addition to a thorough
introduction, the volume features a helpful
chronology, editorial and textual notes, and a
selective
bibliography
along
with
complementary readings, including Godwin‘s
previously unpublished ‗Note on Tragedy‘
(1822). (O‘Shaughnessy‘s transcription of
Abbas, King of Persia is especially noteworthy
for its reproduction of Coleridge‘s and Lamb‘s
annotations, including Coleridge‘s symbols.)
And for those who require more information
about these plays along with critical analyses of
them, there is O‘Shaughnessy‘s monograph.
William Godwin and the Theatre is the first
book-length study of Godwin‘s dramatic output
and life-long engagement with the stage. In the
Introduction, O‘Shaughnessy uncovers a number
of remarkable facts. For instance, on a page-forpage basis, Godwin committed more time to
authoring his dramas than he did his novels. He
also spent an immense amount of time preparing
to write them: prior to undertaking Antonio,
Godwin read around seventy plays. Hardly less
devoted to the playhouse, he attended the theatre
almost 2,000 times over the course of fifty years,
and his attendance peaked in the seventeen years

David O’Shaughnessy, ed., The Plays
of William Godwin. London: Pickering
& Chatto, 2010. Pp. 285. £100/$180.
ISBN 9781851966318
David O’Shaughnessy, William Godwin
and the Theatre. London: Pickering &
Chatto, 2010. Pp. 211. £60/$99. ISBN
9781848930490
This review was commissioned by Simon Kövesi
and David Higgins, and edited by David Higgins.
Author of four historical tragedies, avid
theatregoer and student of the drama, close
friend and associate of actors, playwrights, and
other key theatrical figures, and, according to
Thomas Campbell, poet and biographer of the
renowned actress Sarah Siddons, one of ‗the
most trustworthy lovers of the drama‘. This
description of William Godwin might surprise
scholars who are more familiar with his role as
one of the Romantic period‘s greatest political
thinkers, author of An Enquiry Concerning
Political Justice (1793) and Caleb Williams
(1794). But as David O‘Shaughnessy reveals in
his recently published edition and monograph,
Godwin‘s devotion to drama and the theatre was
substantial. Knowledge about this aspect of his
life and work, O‘Shaughnessy argues, is
fundamental to understanding the evolution of
his literary and political career.
The Plays of William Godwin is the first
edition to feature Godwin‘s dramatic oeuvre,
namely, his four historical tragedies: St Dunstan
(comp. 1790; never performed), Antonio; or,
The Soldier’s Return (Drury Lane, 1800), Abbas,
King of Persia (comp. 1801; never performed),
and Faulkener (Drury Lane, 1807). Published in
a modern scholarly format, each for the first
time, these plays showcase Godwin‘s investment
in the drama and the theatre as major vehicles
for social and political activism.
O‘Shaughnessy prefaces the above dramas
with a lucid and well-written introduction, in
which he provides biographical and historical
background along with overviews of the
tragedies, including their composition history,
plot, sources and influences, and reception. In
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that he wrote his plays – 1790 to 1807 – the time,
it also turns out, of his greatest fame.
By
documenting
such
information,
O‘Shaughnessy establishes Godwin‘s sheer
reverence for drama and shows how it played a
major rather than a minor role in his life. While
he acknowledges the fact that Godwin‘s
tragedies were theatrically unsuccessful, he also
contends that this should not preclude scholars
from studying them. Respected writers such as
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats also
penned complex yet difficult-to-stage dramas.
Instead, O‘Shaughnessy asks a more salient
question: just what was it that attracted a writer
like Godwin to the theatre?
He provides two possible answers: first, that
Godwin desired the fame of a great tragedian,
and second, that he believed his dramas (and his
fame) would provide a means to effect social
and political change. From this position,
O‘Shaughnessy moves on to explore what it was
about the drama, per se, that could afford the
latter possibility. He contends that, for Godwin,
Dissenting links between oratory and
performance and between education and
conversation were prominent influences. In
other words, Godwin‘s turn toward the drama
grew out of an investment in the idea that
theatricality could enhance the transmission of
knowledge and that open, collaborative
discussion could produce knowledge and reason.
Zeroing in on the latter notion, he observes that
Godwin‘s concept of conversation changed over
time, from a didactic to a discursive model, and
argues that a study of his dramas provides key
insight into this shift and, moreover, into his
intellectual project as a whole.
In William Godwin and the Theatre,
O‘Shaughnessy invites readers to revisit
Godwin‘s work with fresh eyes. He charts the
long arc of Godwinian thought as it is
interwoven between his political tracts, novels,
and dramas. This intergeneric exploration allows
readers to adopt a wider and more complete
view of Godwin‘s political philosophy: one that
takes into account the fact that the theatre was
central to his intellectual project. By revealing
the high esteem in which Godwin and his peers
held tragedy and by carefully documenting the
socio-political influences that aided or prevented

the staging of his plays, he also provides a new
resource for understanding the theatre in the
period. Finally, by investigating how Godwin‘s
playwriting informed his novel writing and viceversa, he stimulates a larger conversation about
theatrical influences in Romantic-era literature
as a whole.
O‘Shaughnessy‘s detailed account of the link
between politics, literature, and the theatre in the
1790s sets the stage for a compelling read. One
discovers that the decade that saw the
publication of Godwin‘s most famous works
also saw his dedicated attendance at the
playhouses and regular interaction with
London‘s political, literary, and theatrical elite,
including figures such as Richard Brinsley
Sheridan, Coleridge, Elizabeth Inchbald, and
Thomas Holcroft. For a book that charts these
fascinating correspondences and also makes
note of the prominent female roles in Godwin‘s
tragedies, it was a bit surprising not to see an
analysis of the pressures that these women
endure due to gender constraints and a
broaching of Mary Wollstonecraft‘s potential
influence in this regard. But that may be a topic
for
another
scholar
altogether,
and
O‘Shaughnessy‘s edition will help make such a
study possible. Indeed, these volumes are sure to
spark new research on Godwin and his circle for
years to come.
Over the past few years, Godwin has been the
recipient of a burst of scholarly attention. Works
such as Julie Carlson‘s England’s First Family
of Writers: Mary Wollstonecraft, William
Godwin, Mary Shelley (2007), Tilottama Rajan‘s
Romantic Narrative: Shelley, Hays, Godwin,
Wollstonecraft (2010), Pamela Clemit‘s The
Letters of William Godwin (2011), Robert M.
Maniquis‘s and Victoria Meyer‘s Godwinian
Moments (2011), and new online editorial
projects – such as Mark Philp‘s, David
O‘Shaughnessy‘s, and Victoria Myers‘ William
Godwin’s Diary, and Elizabeth C. Denlinger‘s
and Neil Fraistat‘s Shelley-Godwin Archive –
attest to the recent flourishing of academic
interest
in
Godwin.
O‘Shaughnessy‘s
publications stand out as an essential and
refreshing component of this revival, because
they offer a unique and altogether new
perspective through which to view one of the
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most important minds of the period. For students
and scholars of Romantic-period drama, political
philosophy, educational theory, or of Godwin
and his circle, they will no doubt prove to be
invaluable texts.
Terry F. Robinson
University of Toronto

numerous named living authors including such
prominent figures as Matthew Lewis and Sir
Walter Scott.
In this light, the novel aims to ‗shew the
effects of romance reading on the weak and
ductile mind of youth‘ (11), focusing on the fate
of Margaret Marsh whose romance-reading is
evident in her fanciful notions and aspirations to
become a heroine; as the novel progresses, her
weak mind is further preyed upon through
reading Rousseau and de Stael which lead the
way to an illicit affair. Margaret suffers harsh
punishment for her wrongdoing, left abandoned
by her lover with an illegitimate child at the
novel‘s close.
Margaret comes to realise the error of her
romance-reading ways and, as Christopher
Goulding details in his introduction, the novel
was thus well received as setting out an
instructive example for young women – if a little
daring in its depiction of seduction. Not all
reading is considered dangerous by Green, and
Goulding‘s introductory discussion identifies
how all the principal female characters‘ fates are
determined by their reading habits, with the
works of Hannah More and Fanny Burney given
the nod of approval.
Goulding‘s introduction is also illustrative on
the satirical techniques employed by Green: the
interplay between fiction and reality are integral
to Green‘s satire, and the ironic demarcation of
‗historique’ facts and Green‘s own use of
footnotes add further layers to a work that is
dense in its intertextuality. These features
demand attentive and detailed editorial work,
and Goulding‘s preparation of the text is highly
informative on such points.
Similarly satirising the reading culture of the
period, Eaton Stannard Barrett‘s The Heroine;
or Adventures of a Fair Romance Reader
parodies the gothic novel through the narrative
of Cherry Wilkinson, a farmer‘s daughter who,
as a result of her novel reading, aspires to
‗become a Heroine‘ (10). Tired of her bland life
and convinced that she must be of higher birth,
she renames herself Cherubina, assumes a case
of mistaken parentage, and sets out to prove her
right to the title Lady Cherubina de Willoughby.
Through the course of the novel, recounted
through Cherry‘s letters to her former governess,

Eaton Stannard Barrett. The Heroine.
1813. Ed. Avril Horner and Sue
Zlosnik. Kansas City, Missouri:
Valancourt. Pp. 338. $19.95 (pb). ISBN
9781934555910.
Mrs Costello. The Soldier’s Orphan: A
Tale. 1809. Ed. Clare Broome
Saunders. London: Pickering and
Chatto. Chawton House Library Series.
Pp. 226. £45. ISBN 9781848930629.
Sarah Green. Romance Readers and
Romance
Writers.
1810.
Ed.
Christopher
Goulding.
London:
Pickering and Chatto, 2010. Chawton
House Library Series. Pp. 262. £60.
ISBN 9781851966578.
These new critical editions make available three
novels – all previously out of print – concerned
with debates around female reading and
education; whilst Mrs Costello‘s The Soldier’s
Orphan: A Tale offers a model of etiquette and
morality for its female readers, Sarah Green‘s
Romance Readers and Romance Writers and
Eaton Stannard Barrett‘s The Heroine both warn
of the corrupting effects of reading on the
female mind.
As its title indicates, Sarah Green‘s Romance
Readers and Romance Writers takes the
producers and consumers of popular fiction as
the target of its satirical attack. By the time of its
publication in 1810, Green had written a number
of novels, including a gothic romance; but the
opening pages of Romance Readers unleash a
forthright and daring condemnation of the
literary field, Green vehemently criticising
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she acts out the role of a heroine in a humorous,
often farcical, parody.
Avril Horner and Sue Zlosnik‘s introduction is
particularly useful for providing a critical
reassessment of the text in light of postmodern
theories of literary production. Whilst earlier
critical responses to The Heroine read the novel
as inscribing the conservative values of its time,
Horner and Zlosnik argue that it is more subtle
and reactionary than previously thought; through
a postmodern ‗return to the social‘ they read the
text‘s self-reflexivity as an act which exposes
the rigidity of the rules of fiction in order to
question the truth of objective disciplines (xvii),
thus foregrounding more complex questions
about the relationship between fiction and reality.
Horner and Zlosnik make a convincing case for
this new edition, and for renewed critical interest
of the novel alongside more prominent works of
its time.
Although the gothic is Barrett‘s main focus,
she derides the sentimental novel, radical
thinkers, Whig policy, and the French; Horner
and Zlosnik‘s notes are commendable in their
explanation of the wide range of historical,
literary and classical references that proliferate
throughout the text. Barrett‘s critique manifests
more subtly than in Green‘s Romance Readers,
and it is not until the closing pages that he enters
into a direct condemnation of novel reading,
turning in particular to French writers as the
most ‗depraved‘ and ‗dissolute‘ in their ‗alluring
pictures of villainy‘ (287). The text also comes
down less hard on its heroine who, unlike
Green‘s Margaret, is reintegrated into society:
Cherry is reunited with her father and marries a
respectable man, playing out the expected gothic
ending whilst demonstrating, Horner and
Zlosnik suggest, the constraints this imposes on
women.
Far from being a corrupting tale of moral
depravity, Mrs Costello‘s The Solider’s Orphan
is situated at the intersection of the Gothic and
the novel of moral etiquette. The novel follows a
familiar course in its narrative of Louisa
Fitzormond, a young woman who, following the
death of both parents and guardians, is thrown
into dependency on her evil relative Mr Melford:
a man whom ‗the seeds of every vice appeared
early to have taken root in his mind‘ (99).

Incarcerated in an asylum until she agrees to
marry Melford‘s son, Louisa is eventually
rescued by the novel‘s hero, Walter Stanley,
allowing for a restoration of order through her
marriage to Walter and reunion with her father.
The critical commentary and explanatory notes
are rather more slight than the other editions
discussed here, reflecting the simpler execution
of this typical gothic novel. Saunders‘s
introduction largely focuses on plot analysis,
drawing in relevant contextual information with
particular attention to the debates over women‘s
education with which the novel engages. Louisa
is allowed the equal education desired by many
women of the time and demonstrates the
significance of securing moral strength of
character through education; furthermore,
Saunders identifies how the novel‘s moral code
operates around whether characters have
received or rejected an education. The question
of education and the female mind is also, notes
Saunders, the point on which the Gothic
narrative turns: whilst distancing itself from the
supernatural Gothic it shows, instead, ‗the actual
horrors of society for women‘ (xv).
There has historically been some doubt over
the identity of the author, the novel first
published only under the name ‗Mrs‘ Costello
and at times misattributed to Louisa Stuart
Costello. Yet Saunders‘s research makes clear
that Louisa‘s mother, Elizabeth Tothridge
Costello, is the more likely candidate; in light of
this, the decision to publish the edition under
‗Mrs‘ Costello, rather than naming Elizabeth as
author, seems out of keeping with an edition that
is otherwise attentive to gender issues.
Nonetheless, the novel provides a useful
addition to the Chawton House series and, as
with Green‘s and Barrett‘s texts, is a valuable
resource in the perspectives it offers on women
readers and writers in the early 1800s.
Charlotte Mathieson
University of Warwick
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The issue of patronage was a very real one for
Burns and therefore for the interpretation of his
work – agricultural and literary. The discussion
of ‗The Vision‘ only constitutes a fraction of this
substantial study, but it is characteristic of
Leask‘s overall approach. Again and again,
careful historical research is brought to bear on
familiar poems, while simultaneously advancing
the larger arguments of the book.
Leask strengthens our understanding of Burns
by rooting him in ‗Late Eighteenth-Century
Scotland‘, which includes geographical, social,
economic, agricultural and political contexts.
Burns‘s relation to genre, as signalled by the
title, is explored in relation to the eighteenthcentury discourse of improvement. Leask
considers the practical and political dimensions
of ‗pastoral‘ and ‗georgic‘ modes as well as
revealing Burns‘s awareness of their potential.
Far from being nostalgic, Burns‘s pastoral
signals a forward-looking concern with the
ordinary man, even as it draws on Virgilian
associations of dispossession and loss.
Eighteenth-century Scottish models were also
crucial to Burns‘s improvement of the form, as
Leask‘s thoughtful readings of The Gentle
Shepherd and Fergusson‘s urban pastorals
demonstrate.
At times, agricultural improvement had a
direct bearing on the poetry, as in the elegy for
‗Poor Mailie‘, who ‗was nae get o‘ moorlan tips,
/Wi‘ tauted ket, an hairy hips‘ but seems to have
been a cross-breed of the kind revolutionizing
contemporary Scottish sheep farming (150). In
an earlier version, Mailie had been ‗the flow‘r o‘
Fairlie lambs‘, bred by Alexander Fairlie of
Fairlie, factor of the Earl of Eglinton and highly
successful improver of stock. Leask argues that
Burns‘s play on the fashionable word ‗stock‘,
(meaning both ‗pedigree‘ and ‗financial assets‘),
suggests a desire to improve his own sheep - and
therefore his social standing. In the published
poem, however, the obvious emotion is grief for
his late lamented ewe. Whether this indicates an
artistic decision, distaste for overt aspiration, or
a canny eye to a different market – for
sentimental literature – is a matter for conjecture,
but the informed analysis of such textual details
enables exciting new considerations of this kind.
It may well be that Burns judged the conclusion

Nigel Leask, Robert Burns and Pastoral:
Poetry and Improvement in Late
Eighteenth-Century Scotland. Oxford
University Press. 2010. Ppxiv+347. £60.
ISBN 978019957261
The well known Nasmyth portrait of Robert
Burns often features in books about the poet,
partly because of the dearth of early images. It is
a peculiarly apt choice for Nigel Leask‘s
splendid new book, however, because it depicts
a man with his feet on the ground, in perfect
accord with the surrounding landscape. The
earth-brown jacket and warm gold breeches
seem as much part of the scene as the bridge
arching across the dark river in the middle
ground, as if to emphasise that, for Burns, who
stands so confidently against the light sky, there
was no opposition between the natural and manmade, the traditional and the new. Leask
presents a poet firmly grounded in the rural
Scotland of his day, which means not just
mountains and rivers, but a very specific region
at a particular historical moment. His research
into late eighteenth-century maps, for example,
reveals that in ‗The Vision‘, Coila‘s mantle can
helpfully be seen in relation to what proved to
be the first really accurate map of Ayrshire –
published by Andrew Armstrong in 1775. As he
points out, Armstrong‘s map records the
‗dominance of ―lordly domes‖ surrounding
Mauchline in the 1770s‘, which were themselves
signs of the ‗improvements‘ taking place in
Burns‘s native county throughout his life. When
placed beside the manuscript version of ‗The
Vision‘ which Burns sent to Mrs Stewart of Stair,
with its numerous additional stanzas eulogising
the great county families, the map uncovers a
rather more material vision than that which has
often been imagined on the basis of the
published poem. The vision might seem ethereal,
but as Leask explains, it embodied ‗a set of real
social relations, the credit of which was worth,
literally, a lot more than could otherwise be
hoped for by a virtually bankrupt tenant farmer
of Burns‘s standing‘ (114). Though not
published in the Kilmarnock edition, the extra
stanzas shed light on Burns‘s situation and the
way in which it conditioned aspects of his poetry.
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today in the ‗myth of the melancholy, often
suicidal‘ female poet (2). The pervasiveness of
this seductive myth, exemplified in the two short
discussions of Sylvia Plath‘s life and work that
bookend this study, necessitates its interrogation.
If one of the legacies of this tradition has been a
tendency to subordinate women‘s texts to their
bodies and their intellectual aspirations to the
emotional depths their works plumbed, then
Knowles claims it is important to recognise that
this tradition emerged from ‗a desire to create an
enabling space for female poetic production‘
paradoxically grounded in the performance of
‗normative femininity‘ (2).
Smith‘s
poetic
achievements
–
accomplishments inextricably linked to her
apparently sincere performance of feminine
sensibility – have long been established by
scholars including Stuart Curran and Jacqueline
Labbe. Chapter 2 on Elegiac Sonnets (1784)
offers little new analysis of this key Romantic
text beyond recontextualising it in terms of the
theatricalism and easily denigrated popularism
of Della-Cruscan verse, which Knowles uses in
Chapter 1 to highlight the difficulties women
poets faced when negotiating the competing
‗demands of sensibility, sincerity, femininity
and poetic production‘ (24). To criticise
Knowles in these terms, however, is to miss the
point of her study, which is to present Smith‘s
legacy, not her poetry, anew.
Subsequent chapters achieve this goal in three
case studies that illuminate the (not always
enabling) ways that Smith influenced her
successors. The least well-known of these poets
is Susan Evance. It is unlikely that Knowles‘s
account will win Evance many new readers: her
poetry is characterised as more intensely
‗solipsistic‘, ‗derivative‘ and conservative than
Smith‘s. Yet in the ‗grand rhetorical shifts‘ her
religious poetry enacts, Evance demonstrates
important changes in understandings of the
‗affective potential of the discourse of
sensibility‘ in light of the emerging ethos of
Victorian sentimentality (93). Evance‘s poetry,
contra Smith‘s, represents not the power of
individual feeling to ‗shape the world‘ but ‗the
capacity of religion and the domestic affections
to provide a productive outlet for strong
emotions‘ (97).

of the original stanza a little too near the knuckle
for most of his subscribers:
She was nae get o‘runted rams
Wi‘ woo‘ like gaits, an‘ legs like trams;
She was the flow‘r o‘ Fairlie lambs
A famous breed!
Now Robin greetan chows the hams
O‘ Mailie dead!
Scholarly interest in Burns has boomed since
the 2009 celebrations, but much of the new work
has taken the form of biographies, essays and
collections. Critical monographs are still
surprisingly few and far between. Leask‘s book
is much to be welcomed, then, not just for its
hugely informative readings but also for its
ambitious scope, tackling the whole career and
all the major poems. Like its representation of
the poet, it is grounded in the solid world of
eighteenth-century Scotland and exemplary in
its capacity to show how literary texts can be
renewed by judicious attention to their contexts.
Fiona Stafford
Somerville College, Oxford

Claire Knowles, Sensibility and the
Female Poetic Tradition, 1780-1860:
The Legacy of Charlotte Smith.
Aldershot: Ashgate, 2009. Pp. 183. £55.
ISBN 9780754669753
In this engaging study of women‘s poetic
influence between 1780 and 1860, Claire
Knowles observes unapologetically that the
object of her study is an ‗unfashionable‘ one (7).
Feminist
scholarship
has
long
since
demonstrated the inadequacy of the patriarchal,
Bloomian model of influence to explain the
complex reality of women‘s textual production.
In the process, old anxieties have given way to
new ones, particularly about the legitimacy of
viewing women‘s writing as a discrete tradition.
Sensitive to the perils of such a project, Knowles
nonetheless strives to uncover a genealogy of
women‘s poetic tradition associated with bodily
suffering and emotion, which had its origins in
the work of Charlotte Smith; was reanimated
throughout the nineteenth century; and persists
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Unlike Evance, Letitia Landon was, of course,
a literary celebrity whose fame ensured that she
had far more at stake in performing femininity
than her predecessors. A ‗poet of sensibility‘ in
‗an age of sentiment‘ (116), Landon repeatedly
explored how little purchase passionate feeling
had in the ‗tainted, commercial world‘ (119).
Her precarious fame and mysterious death only
confirmed, however, the values Landon‘s work
challenged. To write ‗from and about the heart‘,
no longer offered poetic empowerment, but to a
death that memorialised the poet as mythic
victim of suffering whose work could not
transcend the scandalous body that produced it.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning‘s famous lament for
her absent poetic grandmothers is read in
Knowles‘s
final
case
study
as
an
acknowledgement of Landon‘s problematic
legacy. Like the predecessors she disavowed,
Barrett Browning maintained ‗a deep investment
in the discourse of powerful emotional feeling‘
(139), but created a new poetics of
sentimentality in which corporeal suffering was
pressed into the ‗service of transcendence‘ (15).
In shifting the focus of female poetry from body
to soul, Knowles contends, works such as
Aurora Leigh (1857) allowed Barrett Browning
to ‗position her [sentimental] approach to poetic
production as the ―truth‖ of the female poetic
tradition‘ (150).
A number of questions remain unanswered by
Knowles‘s study. Did Barrett Browning read
Smith? And even if it could be proved that all of
the poets discussed here had read her work, to
what extent was Smith‘s legacy distorted by the
early-nineteenth century critics, biographers and
anthologisers who read her ‗egotism‘ as
evidence of a lack of artistic integrity? But as
Knowles‘s study suggests so compellingly, to
define influence so narrowly cannot do justice to
the ‗complex process of negotiation, repudiation
and emulation‘ of ‗performances and personas‘
that characterises women‘s literary history (16).
If it is no longer controversial to declare Smith
the first Romantic poet, then Knowles‘s study
brings us significantly closer to understanding
what this meant for those who followed her.
Jennie Batchelor
University of Kent

David Ellis, Byron in Geneva: That
Summer of 1816. Liverpool University
Press, 2011. Pp. 224. £25. ISBN
9781846316432
Byron in Geneva is the latest contribution to a
seemingly unending line of biographical studies
of Byron. Ellis is swift to acknowledge in his
preface that ‗there are already a sufficient
number of biographical studies for this new one
to require an explanation‘ (vii) and is astute to
the shortcomings of what he terms ‗cradle-tograve lives of Byron‘ (vii), especially to those
recent studies which provide a somewhat too
overt focus on Byron‘s bad behaviour
(Grosskurth), rumoured transgressions (Eisler),
and sexual proclivities (MacCarthy). He justifies
his own study as a more fairly representative
portrayal of the poet by focusing on a critical
phase of Byron‘s life, the significance of which
Ellis insists is ‗as much literary as biographical‘
(ix). Regrettably, his prefatorial justifications
prove more compelling than his execution.
The book provides a chronological account of
Byron‘s time in Geneva during 1816, the
renowned Year Without a Summer. Ellis opens
with a consideration of the social and literary
appeal of Geneva, while sketching the
motivations behind Byron‘s self-exile on the
Continent, namely the poet‘s separation from
Lady Byron and his descent from fame to
infamy. The following chapters attend to the
various social and literary experiences Byron
encountered, exploring his close relationships
with the Shelleys, Claire Clairmont, and Polidori.
In addition to Shelley‘s impact on Byron‘s
poetry,
Ellis
also
considers
Byron‘s
acquaintance with Madame de Staël, August
Wilhelm Schlegel, and Matthew ‗Monk‘ Lewis.
He closes the main portion of the study with the
Genevan
group‘s
excursion
to
the
Lauterbrunnen Valley, before concluding with
four short ‗Afterwords‘ on the eventual fates of
the book‘s major figures, rather predictably
ending with a section on Byron‘s own ‗Last
Rites‘.
One of the more engaging portions of the book
is Ellis‘s opening account of the symbolic
importance of contemporary Geneva as one
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to alleviate the pain‘ (34) is a crude response to
a canto that is revealing of Byron‘s complex
intellectual response to contemporary Romantic
ideologies, serving a similar function to
Wordsworth‘s Prelude in charting the growth of
the poet‘s mind.
Though the book fails in its ultimate aim to
carve a convincing niche for itself amidst the
plethora of biographies of the poet, it does
succeed in raising the important question of why
in recent years Byron has more commonly
attracted pedestrian studies of his life, rather
than adventurous studies of his poetry?
Anna Camilleri
Balliol College, Oxford

whose Alpine panoramas spoke more to the
Romantic Byron of Childe Harold, than the
carnivalesque sexual landscape of Venice that
proved so influential in Byron‘s writing post1818. The Swiss city was allegedly rather more
decorous in its sexual mores than La Dominante:
according to Stendhal, it was the least likely
place to encounter a cuckold.
Perhaps a further advantage of Ellis‘s study is
that no prior knowledge is assumed of Byron‘s
life, works, or the period in general (at one point
Ellis comments that the reader is most likely to
be familiar with the age in which Byron lived
‗from the novels of Jane Austen‘) (14). The
book may well be of interest to amateur scholars:
it‘s short and written in an accessible and
conversational manner—he compares Byron‘s
Napoleonic coach to a stretch limo (20), and
Mary and Percy‘s History of a Six Weeks’ Tour
(1817), which contained the first publication of
‗Mont Blanc‘, as the contemporary equivalent to
a ‗Europe on $5 a day‘ travel guide (11)—and to
those readers who have little knowledge of the
poet‘s life it offers a light and good-humoured
introduction. Unfortunately the book has no new
material to offer, rather, it rechoreographs what
we already knew about the events of 1816 and is
too general and too simplistic to be of interest to
an academic audience.
Ellis gives some indication of his primary
concerns toward the end of the book: ‗The four
months [Byron] had spent in Switzerland were
very important for his poetic development, and
also for his friendships, but they had not allowed
him to forget the pain and humiliation of the
separation from his wife, or to decide what he
now ought to do with his life‘ (137). This
sentence is representative of the study‘s
prioritization of the more banal elements of
Byron‘s time in Geneva, and reveals the biggest
failing of the study: its disappointing neglect of
the literary. Though some attention is given to
the poetry—mostly in connection with the
circumstances of its composition—what
readings
are provided are not
just
unsophisticated, but agonizingly literal. Ellis‘s
assessment of the third canto of Childe Harold
as ‗stagy‘, ‗melodramatic‘, and littered with
‗unconvincing‘ posturing, ‗like the postures
adopted by a bed-ridden invalid in a vain effort

Sheila A. Spector, ed., Romanticism/
Judaica: A Convergence of Cultures.
Aldershot: Ashgate, 2011. Pp. 227. £55.
ISBN 9780754668800
In Romanticism/Judaica: A Convergence of
Cultures, Sheila A. Spector has edited a
collection of essays by some of the most
innovative critics of the Romantic period to shed
light on the position of Jewishness in Romantic
culture and literature, as well as in criticism on
the Romantic period. There is just a bit of
murkiness in Spector‘s rationale for the volume
– for instance, she makes it seem through much
of her introduction as if the collection is
concerned primarily with documenting the
relationship between Jews and their ‗host
communities‘ (1). But this does not come close
to summing up what the essays are getting at.
This informative collection usefully provides a
more complex and multi-faceted approach to the
way that Jewishness is creatively represented
and critically examined, both within and beyond
the contours of Jewish (mostly Anglo-Jewish)
community.
Several essays concentrate on the way in
which Jews and Judaism were represented by
non-Jewish writers; the writers in the volume,
however, are not primarily interested in
observing an experiential distance between
certain authors and Jewishness but rather in
observing a discursive distance and its effects.
In his essay on ‗Exile and Diaspora‘, Stuart
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traces the roots of Polack‘s novel in a history of
Jewish writing but also insists on a connection
between Polack‘s work and discourses of
enlightenment and toleration that were at the
heart of a ‗modernizing Jewry‘ (72). As in
Weisman‘s argument, in which pastoral elegy is
appropriated (albeit uneasily) for the articulation
of Jewish communal sentiment, Kaufman shows
how the traditions of the novel were
appropriated ‗to help revitalize traditional
Jewish religious rituals‘ (73).
Ultimately Kaufman seems to be more
sanguine about the relationship between Jewish
and enlightened secular culture than Weisman is.
Judith Page‘s account of Grace Aguilar‘s
dependence on Romantic nostalgic modes of
poetic expression – which perhaps intentionally
echo Wordsworth – offers another compatible
account of the way that Jewish writing grafted
itself to dominant literary traditions; so does
Sheila A. Spector‘s illuminating essay on
Samuel David Luzzatto‘s ‗Judaization of
Rousseau.‘ Other essays, particularly Mark L.
Schoenfeld‘s essay on the boxer Daniel
Mendoza – suggest that some arenas for
representation were less welcoming for Jewish
expression, providing further elaboration on
Weisman‘s view of Jewish ‗alienation‘ from
British norms of representation (53).
In the wake of so much recent critical writing
on religion, secularization, and toleration in the
British context, the collection might have
weighed in more consistently with recent
scholarship on matters that lies very close to the
theoretical and critical concerns at the center of
this volume.
Some of the essays, like
Peterfreund‘s,
Benis‘s,
and
Kaufman‘s,
occasionally speak about the context of Jews in
relation to other religious minorities during this
period, but readers perhaps may want a bit more
context than they get here. Still, the quality of
the essays in the volume is consistently high and
there is much to learn about the history and
literature that they study.
Mark Canuel
University of Illinois at Chicago

Peterfreund shows how representations of
Jewish diaspora were filtered through a variety
of literary traditions, or how Romantic literary
representations of exile that do not seem
obviously connected to Jewish tradition (like
Coleridge‘s mariner) actually are. Toby Benis‘s
essay on Byron‘s ‗Hebrew Melodies‘ and the
poet‘s relationship with Isaac Nathan follows
suit by showing Byron‘s literary interest to
expand beyond historical facts about Jewish
diasporic communities. Other essays continue
to return to Byron for further analysis; Frederick
Buwick‘s panoramic view of ‗The Romantic
Stage‘ also discusses the way in which Jews
were represented through the eyes of a range of
non-Jewish dramatists, who gradually but
unevenly turned toward more sympathetic
portrayals of Jews toward the end of the
eighteenth century.
Although it frequently addresses writings that
are merely about Jews and Jewish culture,
Romanticism/Judaica will perhaps make an even
larger impact for the way that it will expose
many readers to important Romantic and postRomantic Jewish writers who have not received
nearly enough attention in prominent publishing
venues for literary criticism. Stanley J. Spector
reads Immanuel Kant‘s work with Salomon
Maimon‘s critique of the Kantian distinction
between perception and thought (a distinction
which Maimon believed excluded a proper
consideration of God). Michael Scrivener, Lloyd
Davies, and Jeffrey C. Robinson contribute
essays that provide an essential history of Jewish
literary criticism in the US and England from
David Philipson to Harold Fisch.
But what does it mean to be a Jewish author?
The essays give different accounts. Karen
Weisman‘s fascinating discussion of Hyman
Hurwitz‘s elegy for Princess Charlotte – a poem
written in Hebrew and translated into English by
Coleridge--speaks of his poem as an expression
of Jewish ‗communal lament‘ (49) with roots in
an ancient Hebrew tradition. But Weisman is
also careful to note that Hurwitz is a ‗Hebrew
literate European Jew who participates in the
glory of Britannia‘ (51), even while the
conditions of that participation are tenuous and
fragile.
Heidi Kaufman‘s essay on Maria
Polack‘s Fiction Without Romance similarly
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printing. This editorial process often caused
mistranscription and misinterpretation of the
texts that Scott intended his readers to see.
Consequently, the EEWN editors have chosen
the first-edition texts as the base to work on, and
paid great attention to manuscript readings. Each
volume of the EEWN contains a full text of one
work, followed by an ‗Essay on the Text‘ by the
work‘s editor(s) that offers a detailed account of
the genesis, composition, and editorial history of
each work; an ‗Emendation List‘－the changes
that were made to the first editions;
comprehensive historical accounts, explanatory
notes and a glossary. These additional sections
are exceptionally useful to both students and
seasoned academics when reading and analysing
the original texts.
With the publication of this accessible and
authoritative edition of The Betrothed and The
Talisman, Edinburgh University Press can
proudly announce the final completion of the
main body of the EEWN. Prior to the Edinburgh
edition, these two novels have never been easily
available to the public, and, therefore, they have
not yet received sufficient attention from general
readers as well as academics. The Betrothed and
The Talisman are two individual tales, and it is
generally accepted that the latter work is more
renowned and better written than the former.
However, the editors treat them as a ‗pairing‘
(The Talisman, 282), arguing, correctly in my
view, that our understanding of these two works
benefits when both of them are read against the
other‘s background since each work in fact
neatly complements the other in their critique of
the Crusades. What marks the difference is that
The Betrothed is a tale about the conflict
between the dominant English kingdom and the
rebellious Welsh princedoms, while The
Talisman tells the story of relations between the
Crusaders and their Muslim counterparts.
The Betrothed, the first of Scott's Tales of the
Crusaders, is set in Wales at the time of the
Third Crusade (1189–92). The ‗betrothed‘ is
Eveline, who is engaged to the much older
Constable of Chester Hugh de Lacy, a reluctant
follower of the crusading enterprise. However,
during De Lacy‘s three-year absence, a secret
love develops between Eveline and Hugh‘s
nephew Damian. On the surface, this tale is

J. B. Ellis, J. H. Alexander, P. D.
Garside and David Hewitt, eds, Walter
Scott, The Betrothed. The Edinburgh
Edition of the Waverley Novels.
Edinburgh University Press, 2009.
Pp. 430. £65. ISBN 9780748605811.
J. B. Ellis, J. H. Alexander, P. D.
Garside and David Hewitt, eds, Walter
Scott, The Talisman. The Edinburgh
Edition of the Waverley Novels.
Edinburgh University Press, 2009.
Pp. 440. £65. ISBN 9780748605828.
The theme of the Crusades attracted Walter
Scott at different times throughout his writing
career, and there are a wide range of references
to it in his novels, poems and essays. Of all of
his crusader novels, Tales of the Crusaders,
comprising The Betrothed and The Talisman
(published together in 1825), are the most
representative of Scott‘s expression of these
religious, military campaigns; these two new
editions, therefore, are an important addition to
his corpus.
The publication of these new editions of The
Betrothed and The Talisman, the latest Waverley
Novels published by Edinburgh University Press
in November 2009, marks a significant
milestone in the history of the publication of
Scott‘s works for they conclude the Edinburgh
Edition of the Waverley Novels (EEWN). In
total, the EEWN comprises thirty volumes
(twenty-eight volumes of novels and two
volumes of Introductions and Notes from the
Magnum Opus edition of 1829-33) published
over seventeen years (1993–2009).
The pace of the project has been purposefully
slow as the editors have followed the editorial
policy of revisiting the author‘s manuscripts and
proofs, and comparing these with the texts of the
first editions that appeared in Scott‘s lifetime.
The EEWN aims at bringing back the original
appearance of the texts such that not even
Scott‘s first readers could have seen them.
Before 1827, Scott‘s novels were transcribed, in
order to conceal the identity of the ‗Author of
Waverley‘, and edited before they were sent for
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about bravery, love, and forgiveness, but it is
even more about the fanaticism of a religion
which appeals to and sometimes forces its
followers to sacrifice their own lives, family and
home in order to carry out a seemingly glorious
but dangerous and irrational military mission.
The Talisman, the second volume of the Tales
of the Crusaders, also has the Third Crusade as
its backdrop, but the scene is set in Palestine, the
centre of the campaign. In the novel, sectarian
strife splits the Christian leaders whilst the
central commander Richard the Lionheart
(1157-1199) lies ill. The Christian princes‘ bitter
contest for leadership is contrasted to the
magnanimity and hospitality of Saladin, the
leader of the Muslim camp, who distinguishes
himself by healing the ailing Richard, assisting
Sir Kenneth to re-establish his damaged
reputation, and executing the murderer of
Conrade of Montserrat, namely, Giles Amaury,
the Grand Master of the Templars. The Talisman
is one of the very few early nineteenth-century
English fictions to portray Muslims in a positive
light. Moreover, this great, but neglected, novel
focuses on the ramification of imagined cultural
contact and exchange between the two rival
empires/religions, instead of simply portraying
the Third Crusade as a mere event of conflicting
ideologies at the end of the twelfth century.
Most important of all, The Talisman, like The
Betrothed, provides a powerful critique of the
fanaticism of the Crusades, a critique that many
Enlightenment figures before Scott such as
David Hume and William Robertson had also
undertaken.
In addition to offering a critical reflection
upon crusading zeal in The Betrothed and The
Talisman, Scott, as a follower of the Scottish
Enlightenment, applies, in his depiction of
various peoples of different civilizations, a
stadialist view, based on Adam Smith‘s
definition of a four stage theory of economic
development given in his 1763 Lectures on
Jurisprudence: hunting, pastoral, agricultural,
and commercial. In The Betrothed, as the editors
note, Normans are conventionally presented as
relatively more cultured and sophisticated;
Flemings are robust and loyal; Anglo-Saxons are
primitive and rustic, and Welshmen are
illustrated as belonging to the bottom of a ladder

of civilization are revealed as unpolished and
even rebellious (The Betrothed, p. 363). When
considering The Talisman, what distinguishes it
from The Betrothed is its contested
historiography, as the author depicts the Muslim
East as more humane, generous and sympathetic
than the Christian West. In a word, the Muslim
is represented by Scott as more culturally
civilized than the Christian.
In addition, the way in which the two novels
deal with issues arising from the relationship
between West and East, Self and Other, insider
and outsider, offers a fertile field of analysis.
Significantly, from the perspective of Jacques
Derrida and of many current postcolonial
theorists, they challenge various concepts of
borders, marginalities and limits, and make
strong demands for bonds of relationships with
those who may be politically, culturally,
religiously and racially different.
This first critical edition of the Tales of the
Crusaders provides people who have read Scott
with an unprecedented authentic flavour of the
Crusades, and offers those who have yet to read
him an excellent introduction to the author‘s
lifelong fascination with chivalry and romance,
as well as his imagined medieval, yet rather
modern, world caught up in its debates over
power, nation and empire. The Betrothed and
The Talisman are to be highly recommended as
companion reading alongside Scott‘s three other
crusade novels, Ivanhoe (1819), Count Robert of
Paris (1831) and the unfinished ‗The Siege of
Malta‘ (1832).
Kang-yen Chiu
University of Glasgow
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performances which Shelley is known to have
seen, as well as notable performances at which,
apparently, Shelley did not accompany other
members of his circle. The effect of this is to
add to the well-known sense of Shelley as an
avid reader of drama, a fresher sense of the
centrality of the theatre as a cultural institution
to Shelley‘s social and creative life.
The remaining chapters of the book are
devoted to readings of Shelley‘s own major
dramatic works: The Cenci (1819), Prometheus
Unbound (1820), Oedipus Tyrannus (1820), the
often-neglected Hellas (1821) and Fragments of
an Unfinished Drama (1822), and of course the
abandoned Charles the First (1822), that ‗devil
of a nut to crack‘, as Shelley described it. These
readings are illuminating, particularly in their
insistence on reading Shelley‘s drama as drama
by highlighting his sustained attention to issues
surrounding production and performance, and
his awareness of writing within a given dramatic
tradition, be that classical Greek tragedy or
contemporary Italian comedy. This allows us,
perhaps for the first time, to get a picture of
Shelley as a playwright, rather than simply a
poet composing admittedly brilliant dramatic
verse.
It is also in her readings of Shelley‘s dramas,
however, that some of the shortcomings of
Mulhallen‘s study begin to come to the surface.
For a book that is in many respects intensely
aware of cultural and historical context, it is
curious that Mulhallen does not consider
Shelley‘s dramas in chronological order, and her
decision not to do so seems symptomatic of a
tendency, perhaps inevitable in a work of this
scope, to detach the dramas from the larger
corpus of Shelley‘s writing. Too often has
Shelley been presented as a man of many parts,
and this study would have benefited from a more
integrated sense of Shelley‘s work across
different genres. Claims, too, are occasionally
made for the influence of contemporary
performances on Shelley‘s own drama, e.g. of
Sgricci‘s Quattro Etade La morte d’Ettore and
Dimond‘s The Bride of Abydos on Hellas, which
do not really deliver on their promise. Likewise,
the reader is often left to lament that more was
not included: Mulhallen‘s discussion of Hellas,
for example, pays little heed to the genesis of the

Jacqueline Mulhallen, The Theatre of
Shelley. Cambridge: Open Book
Publishers, 2010. Pp. xvi + 289. £24.95
(hb); £14.95 (pb); available free online
at: www.openbookpublishers.com.
ISBN (hb): 9781906924317; ISBN (pb):
9781906924300; ISBN(digital):
9781906924324.
Jacqueline Mulhallen‘s The Theatre of Shelley is
one of the increasing-number of academic
monographs to which Open Book Publishers
offers free access online, an enterprise which is
as commendable for its ethics as for its
practicality in this age of tablet and smartphone
technology. Mulhallen‘s nicely-illustrated study
is no less ambitious in setting out to offer a
comprehensive account of Percy Shelley‘s
lifelong engagement with that rather more
traditional medium: the theatre. And indeed the
comprehensiveness of this book is arguably its
greatest strength: it does in the final analysis
amount to a ‗full-length, in-depth study of
Shelley‘s dramatic work as a whole […] which
places it fully in the context of the theatre of the
late Georgian, or Romantic, period, 1780-1830‘
(1).
Much excellent scholarly work has been done
in recent decades, by the likes of Jane Moody
and David Worrall, on the cultural history of
theatre and theatrical practice in the late
eighteenth century and ‗Romantic‘ period, and
Mulhallen‘s opening chapter ably surveys this
scene. Her reconstruction of the theatre as
Shelley would have known it offers accounts of
the various theatres Shelley visited in England
and Italy, of major productions and the leading
actors and actresses of the day, of the climate of
censorship governing production, of the varying
constitution of the audience, and of the different
genres of performance, including some very
interesting material on the Italian commedia
dell‘arte. Mulhallen‘s second chapter moves
from this cultural background-setting to
document Shelley‘s engagement with theatre
and drama as an audience member and
commentator, and this material is supplemented
by a very-useful appendix outlining the various
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work in a planned ‗lyrical drama‘ about the
Book of Job, or to the various false starts which
Shelley made prior to hitting on the final format.
Again, though, it is inevitable in a work of this
scope that depth be sacrificed to range of
analysis. Overall, The Theatre of Shelley is a
valuable contribution to critical understanding of
an often-neglected aspect of Shelley‘s work.
Mulhallen‘s greatest achievement, perhaps, lies
in gathering together in a single volume the
disparate strands of a particular area of Shelley
scholarship. What emerges from this synthesis,
however, is an undeniably new sense of the
importance of the theatre in Shelley‘s work.
Cian Duffy
St Mary’s University College, Strawberry Hill

nineteenth-century writers and their eighteenthcentury antecedents, but, by studiously avoiding
the term ‗Romantic,‘ she draws on a more
diverse and complex range of textual evidence
than most scholars. Like Mark Salber Phillips‘s
Society and Sentiment (2000), London presents a
series of inter-connected case studies drawn
together by two main arguments: the first is that
there was a shift after 1800 from the type of
literary history writing associated with historical
and cultural perspectives to ‗a lesser…branch of
literary criticism‘ (6); the second suggests that
the ‗generic instability‘ and ‗loosening of formal
protocols‘ in the period was a reflection of
changes in both print and political cultures (7).
London rejects, for example, the idea that
Johnson and Warton regularized the production
of literary history writing, demonstrating in
chapter 1 the extent to which Henry Headley,
Alexander Chalmers, and others contested
Johnson‘s biographical model by drawing on
social and comparative accounts. The book‘s
second chapter considers the ideological nature
of life writing, looking at little known works by
writers such as Robert Bisset, William Godwin,
and William Beloes. In comparing the
ideological foundations of these texts, London
provocatively argues that the dominant mid
nineteenth-century understanding of literary
history as a narrative of canonicity was a direct
result of the nexus of defensiveness, denial, and
restraint following the French Revolution and its
radical heritage (32).
The second part of the book looks at the
intersection between antiquarian studies and the
bibliomania controversy, arguing in chapters 3
and 4 that access to rare books and manuscripts,
as well as their proliferation in the form of
‗specimens,‘ profoundly affected the way in
which writers conceived and represented their
literary past. Chapter 3 focuses in particular on
the changes in reading and publishing practices
that followed the ending of perpetual copyright
in 1774, arguing that the sale of private libraries
to the market place encouraged the
dissemination of ‗recondite information about
the past‘ (54). In chapter 4 London claims that
standard representations of Warton‘s History of
English Poetry seriously downplay the book‘s
antiquarian intent. Her reassessment of Warton

April London, Literary History Writing,
1770-1820. Basingstoke: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2010. Pp. 225. £50.
ISBN 9780248137
April London aptly begins her book, Literary
History Writing, 1770-1820, with a commentary
on the elusive nature of literary history.
Referencing David Perkins, Lawrence Lipking,
and others, she notes the extent to which
deconstruction, structuralism, new historicism,
and cultural materialism have problematized the
naive certainties of previous generations of
literary historians. Distancing not only herself
but also her ‗Romantic‘ predecessors from the
teleological narratives associated with canon
formation, London argues that literary historians
from 1770-1820, far from being hegemonic in
their approach to the literary past, could have
several agendas, not all of which were
‗consolidating and conservative ones‘ (2). In
particular, London suggests that literary history
writers in the period drew more on contextual
and comparative than on linear and teleological
narratives, rejecting arguments by scholars such
as Leah Price and Barbara Benedict that after
1774 canon formation and literary history were
‗mutually constituted ordering systems‘ (24).
In making these claims, London joins a spate
of recent monographs arguing for the
historiographical continuities between early
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history‘ from 1770-1820 (160). Combining the
intricacies of close reading with the larger
historical perspectives of material and book
history, it carefully and scrupulously navigates
the much-neglected waters of the period‘s
literary history.
Porscha Fermanis
University College Dublin

not only argues for his reader-driven model of
literary change, but also stresses the extent to
which he was aware of the proximity of literary
history to social history and popular taste. The
rest of the chapter considers examples of
‗specimens,‘ persuasively arguing that works by
writers such as Ellis, Southey, and Campbell do
not ‗confirm the triumph of canonicity in the
terms that a narrowly conceived ―Romantic‖
criticism supplies‘ (72).
Yet rather than focusing on one of these
doyennes of literary history writing, London
instead devotes two chapters to a single figure:
Isaac D‘Israeli. A less consistently radical figure
than Godwin, D‘Israeli, a Jewish outsider,
nonetheless evinces a sense of scepticism
towards the spirit of system and a preference for
the incomplete, the marginal, and the anecdotal.
London sees D‘Israeli as ‗formative‘ figure for
the period in his preference for the private and
domestic over the public and the overtly
political, his generic eclecticism, and his
historical self-consciousness, as well as in his
penchant for what she calls ‗psychological
history‘ or the ‗history of the human mind‘ (83,
91). While D‘Israeli‘s representative status is,
perhaps, not as fully argued as it might have
been, London nonetheless makes a convincing
case for his relevance to the period‘s ways of
conceiving its literary-historical past.
The final part of the book argues for the
gradual standardization of literary history after
1800. For London, a crucial element in this
standardization is ‗the defense of a uniquely
British ―national mind‖ vested in a canonic
―national literature‖‘ (111). Chapter 7
accordingly looks at the ways in which a range
of domestic histories and pedagogical texts
reflect this ‗mind of the nation‘ paradigm, while
chapter 8 focuses on the more familiar
‗Cockneys and Lakers‘ controversy, arguing that
writers of periodical reviews and institutional
lectures series with ‗diametrically opposed
political
views‘ nonetheless
drew on
‗remarkably
similar
assumptions
about
England‘s literary past‘ (112). Occasionally
judgemental in its attitude to the onset of high
Victorianism and its literary-critical categories,
London‘s study is nonetheless an impressive and
long overdue ‗history of the history of literary

Michael Ferber, Romanticism: A Very
Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2010. Pp. 148. £7.99.
ISBN 9780199568918
David Higgins and Sharon Ruston, eds,
Teaching Romanticism. Basingstoke:
Palgrave, 2010. Pp. 201. £58 (hb)
£18.99 (pb). ISBN 9780230224858
Here are two books, timely and open-eyed in
their different ways, which are happy to disclose
a complicated Romanticism that seems all the
more urgent for its resistance to capture.
Ferber‘s volume is distinguished by historical
depth as well as an encyclopaedic knowledge of
its subject, although its explicit formal
abruptness does not always suit topic or
authorial intelligence. Tackling the question of
what might be meant by ‗Romanticism‘ is
always, to an extent, to deal oneself a losing
hand. Ferber does it with seriousness and
without flinching in his opening chapter, and he
does it with more openness to nuance than some.
He is wary of ideological aggregation and is
meaningfully historicist – there is something
refreshing about the way that his ‗Romanticism‘
is always and at the same time literary and
multimodal, British and European, past and
present. The author is also alive to the fact that
‗Romanticism‘ – as inhabitant of the world of
living ideas – isn‘t something that we can
adequately imagine by drying it out into the
units of current academic exchange; and this is
to say more than that the volume is ‗accessible
to the general reader‘ (although it is this).
Ferber‘s intellectual courage engages, but it
also precipitates an unconvincing attempt to
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define his titular concept (10-11). Although
more cautious, the definition doesn‘t seem to
advance much on René Welleck. Such
definitions, although they can be useful from a
historical point of view, typically participate
more in the logic of bowdlerization (one thinks
of Arnold‘s editions) than negative capability,
and thus lack weight in the face of such a subject.
Definitions, which proliferate amidst the
industry of the study guide era, are in such a
case complicit with a process of linguistic
familiarization (as Shelley might have had it) to
which many of the great Romantics opposed
themselves, and thus might be better thought of
as contrasting epistemological textures than
pedagogical coups.
Ferber‘s varied and well-chosen chapters show
us a multiply-inflected yet partially consistent
Romanticism in a way remarkably impressive
given the space. The culture of Sensibility is
described in lively, pan-European terms, and is
thoughtfully positioned in relation to both
Enlightenment
and
Romanticism.
Romanticism‘s reconfiguration of religion, both
doctrinally and rhetorically, and its tendency to
work through a ‗replacement of belief by
feeling‘ (66) are discussed in similarly nuanced
terms. The chapters are widely knowledgeable
and compress an array of instances, allowing
readers an authoritative grasp on their subject in
a short space. The downside to such
compendiousness is at times a sense of
breakneck speed, of not having enough room
adequately to comment upon the materials
assembled: ‗These are a few of many symbolic
eagles that gather in the skies of European
poetry in the late 18th century, flock thickly till
about 1850, and then thin out and become rare
birds by the century‘s end‘ (42). One feels the
author‘s hurriedness in this and perhaps the very
shortness of things – books, timescales for
writing them, freedom from executive tampering
– is a sign of the times. With flocking eagles to
compel us, we barely have the room to swing a
cat.
Teaching Romanticism is intelligently divided
into thematic essays (‗new approaches‘) and
case studies in teaching practice. It is most
impressive as a compendium of pedagogical
experience and constitutes an invaluable source

of ideas for anyone faced with the prospect of
developing a new module on British Romantic
period literature. What emerges from the
editors‘ overview, and from the volume as a
whole, is an optimistic, research-led teaching
culture, which has benefitted from the
variousness and curiosity of historicism, and
which is open to considerations of gender, class,
nationality, marginalized writers and cultures, as
well as the possibilities of new technologies and
interdisciplinarity (the latter two highlighted,
respectively, in engaging essays by Stephen C.
Behrendt and Sophie Thomas).
How to render this variety as a single
Romantic period course (by which most
departments remain limited) is a constant
problem, and not one that can ever be fully
solved: specifically focussed courses (such as
Brycchan Carey‘s fascinating one on slaveryrelated literature) will always be open to
accusations of leaving out the ‗greats‘; those that
focus on the ‗big six‘ will find themselves
denounced as patriarchal and historically
unrealistic. Rightly, no single answer emerges,
but, as one might expect, preferences generally
lie in the direction of pluralism and historical
realism, as inflected by the research concerns of
the individual tutor; this is accompanied by a
pervasive suspicion of white, male authors
traditionally celebrated on grounds of literary
genius.
In acknowledging the dynamism and potential
of the current state, we should perhaps not close
ourselves to the possibility that such a pluralist
and inclusive ‗Romanticism‘ is itself ideological
(not to mention well-suited to the production
and consumption research culture alongside
which it has developed) and thus susceptible to
criticism and/or modification; it might harbour
inflexibilities of its own, and even, in some
cases, reproduce the kinds of authoritarian
structure to which it ostensibly objects. One of
Ruston‘s ‗rules‘ in establishing the Module
‗Romanticisms‘ is that ‗there would be as nearly
as possible equal numbers of female and male
authors covered‘ (63-64), a principle which
finds some justification on historical grounds,
although political considerations perhaps
dominate (those of literary merit come a clear
third). It seems fair enough to say that we‘ve
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moved forward in leaving behind the masculinist,
canonical
hegemony
of
women-free
undergraduate courses such as ‗Gray to Lord
Byron‘, but before we congratulate ourselves too
much on ‗how far we have come from its
clutches‘ (66), we‘d need to be certain that we
were matching what such a course offered to
generations of students (including a considerable
yield of professional Romanticists) in terms of
inspiration and intellectual excitement. If the
revolution has led to the replacement of Byron
with Felicia Hemans (67), then the right to
reaction may need to be reserved.
One of the striking features of the volume is
the thoughtful reflexiveness tutors bring to the
process of teaching, both as pedagogical practice
and as a learning experience in its own right:
David Higgins, as well as offering a nuanced
account of the problems and possibilities of
teaching European Romanticism, is engagingly
honest about refining his own teaching methods;
Sue Chaplin, in a probing and astute essay on
Romanticism and theory, should, for
acknowledging the possibility of having
‗undermined the foundations of the entire
module in the first half of the first lecture‘ (148),
be held up as a model of good practice. It is
encouraging, moreover, to see that new agendas
have not, on the whole, simply replaced close
literary readings, but have merged with them to
produce new and exciting modes of critical
practice. Murray Pittock defends a marginalized
Scots Romantic literature, but as well as
grounding this in compelling historical evidence,
suggests a politicized and rhetorically subtle
way of reading non-standard linguistic forms.
Brycchan Carey, meanwhile, balances historical
attention, critical and rhetorically inflected
thought (addressing the benefits of reading
‗minor‘ literature as rhetoric), and an openness
to the immediate sensitivities of students
(especially on such charged issues as race). That
close reading is not an outdated or politically
naive critical mode, but an open, evolving
practice that defends criticism from the tired and
the pre-decided is suggested more fully by Sarah
Wootton‘s fine essay.
Between them, these books show up or
produce enough rapidity, pressure and
progressiveness to carry us along, but they also,

in their interesting divergences from the usual
models, offer pauses for thought and
opportunities to look around that seem entirely
called for.
Anthony Howe
Birmingham City University

Beth Lau, ed., Fellow Romantics: Male
and Female British Writers, 1790-1835.
Ashgate, 2009. Pp. 266. £55. ISBN
9780754663539
As Beth Lau notes in her introduction to Fellow
Romantics: Male and Female British Writers,
1790-1835, the ‗recovery and analysis of longneglected women writers has been one of the
most important and stimulating recent
developments in the field of Romanticism‘. All
too often, however, such analysis has been in
isolation from the male Romantics who
dominate the canon, leading to the establishment
of what Anne K. Mellor has termed a ‗feminine
Romanticism‘.
This collection of ten essays seeks to address
the ghettoisation of women who were writing in
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, establishing them as Romantics proper
working alongside – rather than in opposition to
– their male contemporaries. Rejecting the
concept of a discrete ‗women‘s tradition‘, these
essays seek to place the female Romantics back
into their rightful cultural and historical
contexts.
The contributors to this book consider writers
such as Charlotte Smith, Mary Robinson and
Felicia Hemans, who might already be taught
within the remit of Romantic period papers, but
not in relation to their male contemporaries.
Aiming to question this separation, these essays
forge links between the women writers of the
British Romantic period and their male peers.
There is an emphasis on interaction as well as
influence here; indeed, a number of these essays
seek to examine how our understanding of the
male Romantics can be enhanced by a
consideration of the work of the female
Romantics, as well as observing how the female
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Romantics can be read in conjunction with the
men.
In terms of the writers selected for this study,
there are no surprises: canonical women writers
of the Romantic period such as Mary Shelley
and Jane Austen are considered almost entirely
in the context of the male ‗big six‘. This is one
of the book‘s strengths, for its aim is not to
introduce us to writers who are marginalised due
to critical neglect, but to integrate two
established groups by demonstrating that the
female writers of the period were just as likely
to be writing to a Romantic agenda as the major
male poets. Austen and Shelley might be widely
read, but they remain to a large extent excluded
from the company of the ‗Romantics‘, and this
particular form of marginalisation is something
that this collection seeks to question and redress.
Fellow Romantics illustrates how the female
Romantics were just as interested in innovation
as their male peers, with Jacqueline M. Labbe‘s
essay on Smith and Wordsworth arguing that
both writers experiment with performativity. In
offering a rereading of Wordsworth as interested
in the artificial qualities of poetry, Labbe
establishes parallels with the work of Smith and
her interest in the performance of Selfhood. The
collection also contains a number of essays
which examine conversation between the male
and female Romantics. In her essay on
Coleridge and Robinson, Ashley Cross focuses
on dialogue, demonstrating how the mutual
concerns and goals of these writers results in an
interweaving of their poetry. Alan Richardson
offers a reading of Hemans‘s A Spirit Returns in
dialogue with Byron and Percy Shelley which
both highlights the importance of Hemans‘s
work and enhances our understanding of the
male Romantics.
Throughout this book, the female Romantics
are positioned as the epitome of Romanticism.
Lau‘s essay on Mary Shelley and Coleridge
takes The Rime of the Ancient Mariner as a
typical Romantic poem and demonstrates how it
shares common ground with Frankenstein.
Likewise, in her second essay of the collection,
Lau illustrates how Austen not only shares
characteristics with the male Romantics, but also
how they share characteristics with her. Indeed,

Lau argues, Austen comes to exemplify the male
Romantic ideal of negative capability.
Alongside this examination of the fellowship
that exists between the male and female
Romantics, the collection also considers how
dialogue between Romantic writers crosses the
generational divide. In her essay on Wordsworth
and Hemans, Julie Melnyk observes how a
meeting with the sixty-year old Wordsworth in
1830 influenced Hemans as both a second
generation and a female Romantic, and gave
new direction to her writing. Jane Stabler takes
this idea one step further in her essay, which
looks at Byron and Percy Shelley in
conversation with the ‗Romantic Victorians‘,
Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning.
In recognising that the women writers of the
Romantic period did not exist in isolation from
male Romanticism, Fellow Romantics is able to
explore the period as a time of fellowships,
parallels and exchanges between male and
female Romantics. This collection admirably
demonstrates that, far from being reliant or
derivative, the female Romantics were often as
innovative as their male counterparts, with
influence occurring in both directions across the
gender divide.
Catherine Redford
University of Bristol

Caroline Franklin, ed., The Longman
Anthology of Gothic Verse. Harlow:
Pearson, 2011. Pp. 583. £19.99 (pb).
ISBN 9781405899314
Caroline Franklin‘s Preface to The Longman
Anthology of Gothic Verse provocatively throws
down the gauntlet to the fields of Gothic and
Romantic scholarship alike with the articulation
of two weighty claims: that the Gothic mode of
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was not
a phenomenon that was solely confined to the
pages of prose-romance, and that the ‗high‘
aesthetics of several canonical Romantic figures
dabbled more extensively in the ‗low‘, popularcultural reaches of the Gothic than has hitherto
been critically acknowledged. While, to those
versed in Gothic scholarship of the last decade
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or so, Franklin‘s claims may come as no surprise
– like Anne Williams before him, Michael
Gamer did much to revise standard
conceptualisations of the relationship between
the two modes in Romanticism and the Gothic:
Genre, Reception, and Canon Formation in
2000 – Franklin, in a timely and welcome
gesture, brings current academic understandings
of the relationship between the Gothic and the
Romantic to bear upon the practical task of
anthologising. In The Longman Anthology of
Gothic Verse, she turns theory into praxis and
effectively constructs an alternative poetic canon
in which the absolute distinctions between the
Gothic and the Romantic, the Romantic and the
Victorian, are troubled and called into question.
The lengthier introduction to the collection
further underscores these points: following a
rigorous history of the genesis of the Gothic in
the eighteenth century, Franklin charts the
ambivalent appropriations of the Gothic
aesthetic by some of the major figures of British
Romanticism, prior to tracing the significant
changes that notions of the Gothic would
undergo in the cultural debates of the nineteenth
century.
What follows is a conscientious
bearing out of precisely these observations, an
enviable scholarly undertaking in which the
editor, rather like a ghost herself, silently and
unobtrusively advances a powerful critical
argument regarding the central place that the
Gothic aesthetic has occupied in poetry since the
early 1740s, and the many different formal and
thematic forms it has assumed in the process.
Traversing the rich terrain that runs from
graveyard verse through to late nineteenthcentury Decadence, the Anthology draws its
selections of Gothic and Gothic-inflected verse
from the literary-historical movements that have
subsequently become known as protoRomanticism; Romanticism; Victorian; and finde-siècle poetry; though primarily concerned
with the poetic traditions of the British isles, the
work of American writers such as Edgar Allan
Poe and Emily Dickinson features in later
sections. Ever-sensitive to the mercurial nature
of Gothic, Franklin, in her selections, deftly
resists the tendency to reduce the mode to a
formulaic preoccupation with horror, terror and
the supernatural, tacitly invoking, promoting and

relying,
instead,
upon
a
capacious
conceptualisation
of
the
Gothic
that
encompasses the lurid excesses of Lewis as
much as the medievalism of Keats and
Tennyson and the literary antiquarianism of
Percy and Scott.
In a refreshing mix of the canonical and the
non-canonical, such lengthy, well-known texts
as Byron‘s Manfred, A Dramatic Poem and
Coleridge‘s ‗The Rime of the Ancyent Marinere
in Seven Parts‘ are placed alongside such
overlooked, even forgotten pieces as Thomas
Hood‘s ‗The Last Man‘ and Rudyard Kipling‘s
‗The Vampire‘.
Each inclusion is helpfully
introduced with a short biographical note and a
commentary on how the particular poem at hand
might figure in a broader history of the Gothic
strain in poetry; while the longer, editorial notes
to, say, Scott‘s The Lay of the Last Minstrel are
omitted due to spatial constraints, each poem is
accompanied with Franklin‘s own glosses and
other useful editorial apparatuses that variously
cross-reference other poems in the collection or
clarify unfamiliar or unusual coinages. Deftly
offsetting some predictable but nonetheless
necessary inclusions with a broad range of
poems and poets that have hitherto eluded
critical appreciation, Franklin‘s Anthology will
be of as much use to graduate and undergraduate
students as to established scholars in the field.
Indeed, in a remarkable editorial feat, the
sometimes divergent interests and requirements
of both readerships are likely to be addressed
and stimulated by the material presented here by
Franklin for the first time. Students of
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century culture will
find such inclusions as the informative notes,
extensive bibliography, the reproduced colour
plates of Gothic paintings and the detailed
literary timeline (1742-1897) invaluable in the
otherwise daunting task of negotiating the sheer
vastness of Gothic cultural production in the
period. Other scholars would, in future years, be
well advised to respond to the critical questions
subtly but enticingly posed by the anthology as a
whole: how are institutionalised forms of
Romanticism reconfigured by a consideration of
this murkier, Gothic material, and how, in turn,
might prose-centred readings of the Gothic be
enriched and changed by a consideration of its
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poetic counterpart? A landmark publication in
the field of both Gothic and Romantic
scholarship, Franklin‘s The Longman Anthology
of Gothic Verse is bound fundamentally to shift
and alter the way we teach, and critically
conceptualise, the poetry and prose of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Dale Townshend
University of Stirling

looks at his texts from different theoretical and
philosophical perspectives. Both the theory and
the history are dealt with rather perfunctorily,
but that is the nature of an introductory work of
this kind which seeks extended coverage rather
than analytical depth. Nevertheless, Killeen‘s
scholarship is sharp and effective, even when the
space he allows for any single text or
perspective is necessarily blunted by the drive
towards comprehensiveness.
This first chapter‘s main line of argument is
that the gothic promotes an ambivalent response
to the Romantic opposition of superstition and
Enlightenment. For Killeen, the gothic is caught
between a retrogressive nostalgia for the
supernatural, the wondrous, and the sublime,
and an enlightened progress towards the
epistemological certainties of the later
Victorians. This structural tension between a
Romantic and Victorian sensibility is continued
into the second chapter on childhood, where the
Blakean child of innocence is contrasted with
the threatening, primitive child of Victorians
such as Dickens. There is little in these
definitions of the child that seem particularly
new, and overall this chapter rather lacks the
glue necessary to bind together its readings of
various texts.
The third chapter, focused on regional gothic,
moves away from the connections drawn
between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
to focus on the much more fundamentally
Victorian issues of empire, race and class.
Opening with a rigorously-argued and definitive
reading of gothic manifested in the regions of
Britain, and concluding that it is at its most
significant in the ‗Celtic fringe‘ (92), Killeen
addresses Irish gothic‘s emergence from the Act
of Union to the late Victorian work of Bram
Stoker.
In a fourth and final chapter Killeen turns to
new occult philosophies and practices and in
doing so turns to some of the new romanticism
of late Victorian adventure fiction and the work
of Yeats. Despite some superficial, overgeneralized, statements about the positions and
politics of Victorian scientists such as Tyndall
and Huxley, this chapter offers an interesting
account of the rise of occult philosophies in the
spaces between science and religion; a space,

Jarlath Killeen, Gothic Literature 18251914. Cardiff: University of Wales
Press, 2009. Pp. 248. £20 (pb). ISBN
9780708320693
The gothic might be thought an imperialist genre,
argues Jarlath Killeen, in warning of the dangers
of finding it almost everywhere in works of
fiction published between 1825 and 1914. Yet
the period under consideration does actually
offer a tremendous variety of gothic fictions and
of gothic moments in fictions that would be
otherwise defined. Killeen‘s project, as he states
in his introduction, is ‗to follow the traces of a
tradition, delineating the means by which the
gothic travelled into and transformed other
genres and narratives while maintaining its own
cognitive implications and formal and thematic
conventions‘ (3).
Although predominantly concerned with its
Victorian productions, Gothic Literature 18251914 does offer something of interest to the
scholar of Romantic studies. Killeen‘s key aim
is to argue that the genre or mode of the gothic
both desires but also resists modernity; in doing
this it looks forward to the unsettling
subjectivity of the early twentieth century but
also back to the Enlightenment and its complex
and contested discourses of knowledge-making.
This oscillation between the past and the
future is the specific theme of the first of the
book‘s four chapters, and its organisation
reveals the methodology Killeen employs
throughout. Keen to place a range of fictions
(both those that might be thought of as gothic,
and those that might more obviously occupy
another genre) within their historical context,
predominantly social and cultural, Killeen also
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credible historical grasp upon its object‘. Since
the 1930s, they argued, the collapse of history
into universal psychology had been one of its
consistent features. In the last decade, Gothic
criticism has become a prominent feature of
literary studies, with much work concerned
either with abandoning the post-Freudian agenda
or reconciling it with historicist approaches.
Determinedly psychoanalytic approaches also
remain current, however, alongside carefully
researched historical studies. Berthin and
Duggett‘s new books, Gothic Hauntings and
Gothic Romanticism, represent either end of this
spectrum. While Berthin‘s develops further the
‗depth‘ models that occasioned such scepticism
in Baldick and Mighall, Duggett‘s is rooted in
the political and literary discourses of the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In
their different ways, each demonstrates the
slipperiness of the term ‗Gothic‘ and the
problems of its use in current criticism.
Berthin‘s primary texts are not so much her
literary examples (taken largely from what has
now become a canon of Gothic fiction) but more
those of post-structuralist psychoanalytic theory.
Indeed, her stated purpose ‗is to explore,
through [my italics] the Gothic tradition, [the]
shift from the figure of the ghost as narrative
device to spectrality as literary trope and a
critical tool‘ and she refers at one point to ‗the
universal drama that The Castle of Otranto
stages so perfectly‘. One of the main arguments
of the book is concerned with demonstrating the
compatibility of Derrida‘s ‗hauntology‘ on the
one hand and Abraham and Torok‘s concept of
‗cryptonomy‘ on the other. Identifying haunting
by past secrets and live burials and ghosts as
major narrative and linguistic features of the
Gothic, she sets about analyzing them ‗in terms
of phantomatic transmissions and encryptment
to show how they can be read as symptoms of a
deep questioning of the notion of subject and of
the symbolic order‘. The following chapters are
predicated
upon
French
psychoanalytic
modifications of Freudian theory that assert that
the subject ‗must be seen as inheriting not
simply a cultural identity but the repressed of his
(sic) culture‘. Thus for Berthin, The Castle of
Otranto is both a text about haunting and a
haunted text, the haunting enacted through the

Killeen persuasively argues, that the gothic also
occupies. Here, gothic becomes a way of
expressing uncertainty (both culturally and
theoretically via Derrrida‘s notion of hauntology)
and to some extent implicitly connects this later
period with the earliest gothic that dealt also
with the uncertainties expressed during the
Enlightenment.
Killeen concludes the book with a very
powerful coda on gothic in relation to the
literature of the first World War, a survey of
relevant criticism (which again stresses the key
notion of uncertainty), and a standard
chronology of the kind found probably far too
often in introductory histories of literature.
Gothic Literature 1825-1914 is on the whole a
success, and this is due in the main to some
excellent moments of critical insight and
Killeen‘s accessible and well-paced writing style.
There are flaws: as cultural and social history it
is a real bagatelle with few guiding principles,
and the chapters are strangely disconnected from
each other, failing far too often to make the
kinds of links that offer cohesion and crosscorrespondence between themes. At the same
time, the range of texts employed is impressive
and Killeen‘s sure-footed directions though
gothic‘s history, criticism and philosophical
implications will be very welcome to the
introductory reader.
Martin Willis
University of Glamorgan

Christine Berthin, Gothic Hauntings:
Melancholy Crypts and Textual Ghosts.
Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2010. Pp. 188. £50. ISBN
9780230237872
Tom Duggett, Gothic Romanticism:
Architecture, Politics, and Literary
Form. Basingstoke and New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2010. Pp. 219.
£52.50. ISBN 9780230615328
In 2000, Chris Baldick and Robert Mighall
accused Gothic criticism of abandoning ‗any
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discrepancy between its visual puns and verbal
metaphors. Walpole‘s ‗nec-romance‘ is haunted
by the sins of illegitimacy and unaccepted
deaths.
Moreover, according to her argument,
discourse itself is inherently haunted, the return
of the dead betraying ‗the aporia at the heart of
the act of symbolization‘. This conviction
(elaborated at some length through discussions
of theorists such as Zizek, Lecercle, Deleuze and
Lyotard) leads on to a consideration of linguistic
fragmentation in Matthew Lewis‘s The Monk
and Ann Radcliffe‘s The Mysteries of Udolpho,
including an interesting discussion of the
deliberate use of cliché, ‗the very figure of
haunting‘, which raises the shadow of a past that
resists integration into the present of narration.
Not only is it a mark of anachronism in the text,
it also marks the gaps and the lack in the
language of the subject. Acknowledging the
influential work of Anne Williams, Berthin
agrees that the Gothic is a poetic tradition in
Kristeva‘s sense of language disrupted by the
semiotic. Kristeva‘s theory of abjection also
proves useful to Berthin‘s argument in her
‗uncanny‘ reading of The Monk, leading to the
conclusion that the maternal always haunts us.
In Berthin‘s reading of her Gothic texts, the
problem is usually the mother. This is not
surprising, given the theoretical lens she applies
to it. In Frankenstein, for example, she locates
the haunting secret in the youthful indiscretions
of Frankenstein‘s ‗unmourned, undead‘ mother;
in Dracula, Lucy‘s secret ‗is clearly her
mother‘s‘, perhaps the secret of an illegitimate
child which Berthin sees as the quintessential
secret of the nineteenth-century bourgeois novel.
Add this to a Derridean riff on the etymology of
‗secretary‘ (secret) and a claim that ‗Dracula
exists within the limitations offered by the
spaces on a keyboard‘ and what emerges is that
conflation of hauntology and cryptonomy that is
the project of the book.
The final chapter highlights problems of
definitions. Notwithstanding the protean quality
of Gothic as a category, her choice of texts is
perplexing. Departing from the written text, she
ventures into photography and film but then
concludes her argument with a reading of
Woolf‘s Mrs Dalloway that does not

acknowledge similar readings from other critics
(including the wealth of feminist criticism on
Woolf) and does not engage with the fact that
Woolf‘s novel is not usually regarded as Gothic
at all. We are also robbed of a conclusion, left
with the image of Lily Briscoe completing her
painting. Perhaps this is because of a belief that
like Lily Briscoe‘s painting, closure is
contingent but this reader, at least, would have
welcomed some concluding words to sum up the
argument of the book.
Tom Duggett‘s Gothic Romanticism is more
concerned with an empirical study of language
as presence rather than absence as he pursues
what he calls a ‗literary archaeology‘. His book
is historically grounded in a way that Berthin‘s
is not. Exploring the nexus of architecture,
politics and literary form he offers a fresh
reading of the works of the Lake Poets,
Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey. In
situating his study in relation to Michael
Gamer‘s well-known book Romanticism and the
Gothic (2000), he acknowledges that the sense
in which he is using the term ‗Gothic‘ is no
longer generally understood. Concerned to
examine an ‗identifiably ―Gothic‖ phase or
strand within canonical Romantic writing‘ in the
attempt of the Lake Poets to ‗appropriate the
designation of Gothic for their own cultural
project‘, he argues that what came to be known
as Romanticism was a reform movement within
Gothic. Wordsworth‘s attack on ‗sickly and
stupid German writing‘ in the Preface to Lyrical
Ballads is, he argues, ‗a manifesto for a Gothic
mode better and purer than that represented by
the Gothic novel or the Gothic stage‘.
Duggett‘s compass points in a different
direction from these recognized Gothic
phemomena. This is a book about Gothic in the
late eighteenth century and early nineteenth that
has only a passing reference to Radcliffe and
none at all to Matthew Lewis. Rather, he looks
at the emergence of ‗Gothic‘ in English
discourse, claiming that the first-generation
Romantics were active participants in the
creation of a wider ‗Gothic‘ culture, attempting
to create ‗second Gothic poetry‘ in the wake of
Richard Hurd‘s 1762 Letters on Chivalry and
Romance.
Looking to Gothic scholars to
underpin his argument, he cites Maurice Lévy‘s
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characterization of Gothic as a historically
located ‗anti-type‘ to post revolutionary France.
In the midst of this, as Duggett‘s title suggests,
there is an informing architectural metaphor.
Duggett‘s sources are rich and varied, ranging
over material from periodicals, books and
correspondence on such matters as aesthetics,
politics, law and education. There is much here
for a student of the period. Moreover, his choice
of literary texts, particularly those of
Wordsworth, departs from the familiar. His
chapter on ‗radical Gothic‘ offers a detailed
reading of Salisbury Plain which charts the
poem‘s eradication of ‗Gothic superstition‘ in
order to present Stonehenge as a powerful
cultural sign of what has been lost and what
might be recreated. There is also a detailed
study of Cintra, in which the events in Spain in
1808, he argues, enable Wordsworth to picture
British liberty in terms of venerability and
originality.
Gothic
Romanticism
begins
with
a
contemporary analogy: that of 9/11. Here is the
parallel with the architectural metaphor.
Duggett‘s claims for an uncanny cultural
resonance with his own cultural moment are
based on his detailed examination of cultural
formations in the years between 1789 and 1815
in a study that is always thought provoking.
History has perhaps delivered its verdict on the
Lake Poets‘ Gothic enterprise in that their use of
the term now has to be understood through
‗literary archeology‘. Current usage, while
subject to constant change, is rather different. It
is a sign of our own critical times that the ‗horrid
novels‘ identified by Jane Austen have had more
of a critical resurgence than the lesser read
works of Wordsworth. Gothic Romanticism will
be of interest and value to students of the
Romantic period. Those involved with Gothic
Studies might prefer to consult Berthin‘s Gothic
Hauntings, although they might be well advised
to regard its theoretical foundations as
speculative.
Sue Zlosnik
Manchester Metropolitan University
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